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ABSTRACT 

 

The aim of this project was to determine whether the dorsal knuckle crease pattern 

may be of value within the field of forensic human identification. This was examined 

through three phases of research. The primary phase of research attempted to classify 

the pattern of the skin creases overlying the proximal interphalangeal (PIP) joint of 

the left index finger. Initial sorting resulted in 11 classification groups that were then 

subjected to tests of inter-observer consistency. The results of these tests found that 

there was a high degree of overlap between the groups established, with only three 

classifications showing percentage agreements  between all observers that might reach 

a level of forensic relevance (>80%). This provided the conclusion that some 

classifications may be of value, but they are limited to few individuals-which may of 

course be highly relevant for forensic individuation. 

 

The second phase of research sought to test the viability of a previously established 

tracing method, for superficial vein pattern analysis, for use in interpreting the dorsal 

knuckle crease pattern of the PIP joint. The method used Photoshop© to visualise the 

image and a graphics tablet and stylus to trace the crease pattern. The pattern was 

coded using a system of letters and numbers and a qualitative assessment of crease 

depth (deep or faint) was also recorded. Reliability and repeatability of this method 

was tested by performing intra and inter-observer consistency evaluation. This 

analysis was performed on a subset of the original sample (n=16). The resultant 

patterns were assessed for agreement and further analysed using one, two and three 

way ANOVAs. Results of these analyses showed that there was no significant 
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difference between the repeat traces, showing high intra-observer consistency. It also 

demonstrated that the highest consistency was associated with the repeatability of 

tracing lines. There was no significant difference between males and females or the 

percentage agreement between repeat traces. This suggests that there is no difference 

in the observers’ ability to trace male or female patterns. Four different observers 

were used for the inter-observer consistency study, of differing levels of experience 

with image comparison. Similar results were found to the intra-observer consistency 

study: all observers were better at tracing lines than the other features considered. The 

results indicate that experience in image comparison may have a positive effect on the 

repeatability of tracing. 

 

Finally, following completion of the previous investigations, further analyses were 

undertaken to test the applicability of the method in situations closer to real-case 

scenarios. Additional images were taken, using a BlackBerry© 8250 camera phone, in 

order to perform a comparison between high and low quality images and the 

appearance of the crease pattern as a result of changing quality and also changing 

position of the PIP joint. There was found to be a significant difference between the 

percentage agreement values for deep and faint creases found in each comparison.  

This indicates that faint creases are lost with reduced image quality and changing 

position of the PIP joint. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In recent years it has become increasingly easy for people to access the Internet 

(Hoffman et al., 2004) through the development of faster, cheaper systems and 

portable devices capable of wirelessly accessing the web. It is recognised that this 

increased access and the ease with which opportunities to access the Internet arise, has 

subsequently led to abuse of the technology for criminal purposes, for example 

coercion and abuse of young people and children (Jenkins, 2001, Stanley, 2001, 

Aiken et al., 2011).  It is argued that the Internet provides a level of anonymity 

(Quayle et al., 2006), disinhibition (Suler, 2004) and depersonalisation that may make 

deviant behaviour more likely (Bocij and MacFarlane, 2003, Aiken et al., 2011). 

Digital images and videos can be made and transmitted simply and easily using the 

Internet and associated hardware (such as webcams). With the Internet revolution 

there has been an increase in the number of criminal cases of child abuse and 

exploitation (Carr, 2003). 

 

It is important to acknowledge the appropriate terminology for research of this nature. 

When referring to material that portrays children in a sexual way it is considered 

misleading to describe such images as ‘pornography’ (Taylor and Quayle, 2003, 

Interpol, 2012). Interpol (2012) considers this term to refer to a consensual sexual act 

between adults and is therefore incorrect to use it in reference to material of a sexual 

nature that involves children as it implies some degree of sanctioning of the behaviour 

by relating it to pornography that is legal. As a result it is recommended by Interpol 

(2012) that descriptions such as ‘child abuse images’ and ‘child sexual exploitive 

material’ are more appropriate and accurate. 
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With regards to the prosecution and punishment of crimes of child abuse, there are 

important distinctions between the types of crime that are committed. Obtaining or 

possessing images of child sexual exploitation carries a lesser sentence compared to 

the crime of directly participating in the abuse. The maximum recommended sentence 

for possession of child abuse material in the United Kingdom is ten years 

imprisonment. In contrast to this, for the offence of sexual assault against a child 

(younger than 13 years) the maximum prison term ranges from several years, to life in 

prison (Sexual Offences Act, 2003). Therefore it is a crime to possess indecent images 

of children, and a more serious crime to participate directly in the abuse. It is in the 

interests of justice to ensure that appropriate charges are brought against the accused. 

Where an individual is charged with possession of images of child sexual abuse it is 

also important to determine whether the individual in question may also be featured in 

the images that depict the crime taking place. If there is evidence to support that they 

were involved directly in the abuse they may subsequently be charged with a more 

serious offence. Therefore, it is vital that methods are developed for elucidating this 

information so that the offenders can be prosecuted for the full extent of their crimes. 

 

Assessment of the evidence in cases of suspected child sex abuse may take the form 

of image comparison. The hands feature regularly in images of this nature, along with 

the offenders’ genitals and the face and/-or genitals of the victim.  Evidence is 

collected from the suspect and is compared to the offender images. This research 

seeks to investigate methods by which the dorsal knuckle crease pattern of the 

proximal interphalangeal joint on the left index finger can be utilised for the purposes 

of forensic human identification. 
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2. BACKGROUND AND PREVIOUS RESEARCH 

 

This chapter details the relevant background to this study. It will discuss how the 

interphalangeal joint and topographic features develop, as well as providing an 

introduction to the field of biometrics with specific attention paid to analysis of hand 

biometric methods. It will also summarise the previous research that has been carried 

out with respect to identification from the knuckle creases. There will also be 

consideration of the legal implications of novel evidence techniques and the 

admissibility of such expert evidence to the court. It is important to understand these 

areas in order to provide a foundation for the study presented and explore future 

opportunities for research.  

 

2.1 HAND DEVELOPMENT 

 

Understanding the development of the human hand is the first stage in comprehending 

the composition of the more discrete features of the region and assessing their 

potential use for identification purposes. Firstly the process of  hand development will 

be outlined followed by the development of the relevant specific features. Secondly, 

abnormalities that affect the flexion crease pattern will be examined. This will provide 

information as to the structure and function of the flexion creases, while also aiding 

the understanding of whether they are a feature of value for the purposes of forensic 

human identification. 
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2.1.1 General Pattern of Hand Development 

 

The human hand begins development during the embryonic stage of gestation. The 

early stages of this process commence around the fourth week of intra-uterine life 

(figure 1), when swellings covered by ectoderm form along the lateral aspect of the 

embryo in the region of the seventh to twelfth cervical somites (Carlson, 1999). By 

day 33 a flattened region of mesenchyme is evident. This is found lying in line with 

the median plane of the fetus and is the first incidence of a recognisable hand plate 

(O'Rahilly et al., 1957), (figure 2).   These initial stages of development set the 

foundation for the discrete features of the hand that will develop later.  

 

  
Figure 1. Early stages of human upper limb development: formation of ectodermal swellings (week 4) 
(Johnson, 2008, pp.899)  
 
 

Figure 2 illustrates the position of the apical ectodermal ridge (AER). This structure is 

essential for development of the limbs, as its removal will lead to cessation of growth 

(Johnson, 2008).  

 
 

Somites 

Limb bud (ectodermal swellings) 
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Figure 2. Early stages of human upper limb development: ectodermal swellings continue to proliferate 
(week 5) (Johnson, 2008, pp899)  

 

The hand develops further over the next few days of intrauterine life; the chondral 

carpal region is established and the hand plate comes to resemble a crescentric flange 

(figure 3). The digital rays are recognisable by day 38 (Streeter, 1948) (figure 4). At 

day 41 the radial, ulnar and median nerves penetrate into the region. The digital rays, 

which represent the primordia of the fingers, are well established by this stage 

(Blechschmidt, 1969). 

 

 
Figure 3. Early stages of human upper limb development: hand plate continuing to develop (week 5) 
(Johnson, 2008, pp899)  
 

Apical ectodermal ridge 

Crescentric flange 
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Figure 4. Early stages of human hand development: digital ray development (week 6) (Johnson, 2008, 
pp899)  

 

The separation of the hand plate into digital segments starts between days 38 and 44 

when localised cell death occurs forming the interdigital notches which are 

recognisable by regions of thinner mesoderm compared to the remaining hand plate 

(Kelley, 1973). At this stage the digits are apparent but still clearly webbed in 

appearance (figure 5), though towards the end of the eighth week  localised apoptosis 

has led to complete separation of the digits and they appear to be considerably longer 

(Moore and Persaud, 2003) (figure 6).   

 

 
Figure 5. Early stages of human hand development: separation of the hand plate (week 7) (Johnson, 
2008, pp899)  

Development of digital ray 

Webbing between digits 
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Figure 6. Early stages of human hand development: digits are continuing to separate (week 8) 
(Johnson, 2008, pp899)  

 

2.1.2 Skeleton and Joint Formation 

 

During the development of the hands, chondrification of the future skeletal structures 

occurs in the mesoblastic condensations. This progresses in a consistent proximodistal 

direction, first forming the cartilaginous anlage of the carpals and finally, the distal 

phalanges  (O'Rahilly et al., 1957, Montero and Hurle, 2007). In relation to skeletal 

development the limbs are divided into three segments; the stylopod (humerus/femur), 

zeugopod (radius/tibia, ulna/fibula) and autopod (carpals/tarsals, 

metacarpals/metatarsals, phalanges) (Montero and Hurle, 2007). This pattern is 

exhibited by most tetrapods, with variations exhibited that are associated with the 

different locomotive function of individual animals. The extent of variation is most 

apparent in the region of the autopod, depending on the degree of cell death and the 

number and size of the digital rays, this can result in the five-fingered human hand or 

the single-toed horse’s hoof (Montero and Hurle, 2007).  

 

Nail bed 
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For the purposes of studies relating to human identification, the growth and 

differentiation of the interphalangeal joints are of key importance. In humans it has 

been identified that the NOG gene is essential for joint formation (Zimmerman et al., 

1996, Gong et al., 1999). This gene encodes a bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) 

antagonist called noggin which binds to and inactivates growth factors (NOG, 2011), 

meaning it blocks bone formation in the region of the future joint, thereby leading to 

formation of the joint space. It is proposed that the interphalangeal flexion creases 

develop in relation to this joint as a functional adaptation that allows for flexion and 

extension at the joint (Popich and Smith, 1970). The skin is wrinkled and creased on 

extension, the excess being necessary to allow adequate stretch of the skin following 

flexion of the digits (Popich and Smith, 1970, Suresh et al., 2009). 

 

2.1.3 Skin and Soft Tissue Features 

 

The soft tissue creases on the digits and palms occur largely as a result of intra-uterine 

amniotic pressure, joint formation and movement. At the tenth week of prenatal life, 

the creases associated with the digits are identifiable and those of the palmar region 

are recognisable later, usually by week 13 (Stevens et al., 1988).  The development of 

the epidermal or friction ridges is associated with growth of the volar pads (Kimura, 

1991). At approximately week 10, the growth of the volar pads on the distal phalanges 

has peaked and the shape and size of these features at the time of friction ridge 

formation will influence the pattern of the ridges (Babler, 1991). Formation of the 

friction ridges in the palmar region occurs around the same time as volar pad 

formation. The morphology of these friction ridges is primarily influenced by 

longitudinal stresses making the principal creases pass laterally across the palm. 
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Where they encounter a volar pad the direction of the ridge is redirected (Muyihill and 

David, 1969). The fingerprint pattern that exists on the tips of the fingers tends to be 

more intense i.e. greater frequency and complexity of lines, due to the prominence of 

the associated volar pads during formation. Different types of volar pads will lead to 

variation in fingerprint morphology (Babler, 1991).  

 

The human skin consists of two layers; the epidermis (superficial layer) and the 

dermis (deep layer) which have different embryological derivatives. The epidermis is 

derived from the surface ectoderm (Sadler and Langman, 2004), which begins to 

proliferate in early fetal life. By the end of the fourth month there are four 

distinguishable layers in this part of the skin each with its own function (Sadler and 

Langman, 2004, Seeley et al., 2006). The dermis is derived from the lateral plate 

mesoderm and the dermatomes from the associated cervical somites (Sadler and 

Langman, 2004). The dermal papillae form within the dermal layer and contain 

neurovascular structures. The dermal papillae are crucial in shaping the overlying 

dermis into fingerprints and footprints, forming the friction ridges of the hands and 

feet (Seeley et al., 2006, Galloway and Charlton, 2007).  

 

As well as the skin comprising two different layers, there are also two main types of 

skin found in the human body. Hirsute (thin, hairy skin) is found on the majority of 

the body surface, whereas glabrous (thick, hairless skin) is found on the palms of the 

hands, soles of the feet, lips and flexor surfaces of the digits (Johnson, 2008). 

Therefore in the context of this research it is clear that the type in question is the 

glabrous type. Gray’s Anatomy (Johnson, 2008) also stipulates that flexure lines are 

found in the vicinity of synovial joints, suggesting that their formation is related to the 
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function of these joints and is perhaps not something that is entirely genetically 

derived. There is the genetic signal that triggers cell death and joint formation from 

the NOG gene. Through examination of the literature relating to skin development, 

there is little evidence as to the relationship between genetics and the allegedly 

‘unique’ pattern of the flexion creases (Kimura and Kitagawa, 1986). This raises the 

question as to whether they be more heavily influenced by environmental and 

functional factors than by genetics.  

 

The rate of hand growth remains relatively regular until puberty, when increased 

skeletal development leads to a period of rapid growth in the soft tissue of the hand. 

Upon reaching the stage of equilibrium, which is essentially the end of puberty and 

the end of the growth period of an individual’s life, the dimensions of one’s hand will 

remain relatively constant, unless affected by disease or trauma (Greulich and Pyle, 

1959).  Trauma is common in the region as it is an area of the body that is subject to 

everyday use and often the first line of defence in protecting more vulnerable areas of 

the body. Changing habits may also influence the appearance of the hands over time 

(Napier, 1993).  

 

2.1.4 Developmental Abnormalities 

 

The pattern of human hand development is highly sensitive. Development begins 

early in fetal life, at a time when the prenatal environment can be subject to numerous 

factors that will affect the growth of limbs of the fetus. Ankylosis or fusion of the 

interphalangeal joints in the digits can occur during development if the correct 

signalling pathways are not laid down for normal ossification patterns to occur 
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(Cushing, 1916). The condition is commonly referred to as symphalangism, which is 

an autosomal dominant disorder (Wang et al., 2006). There are multiple theories that 

attempt to describe how the condition manifests, it is seen in numerous genetic 

disorders, but the exact mechanism of its development is unclear. Logically it could 

be associated with mutation in the NOG gene, and this has been found in some cases 

(Gong et al., 1999, Wang et al., 2006). The condition is most commonly seen in the 

little finger, with increasing infrequency in the more laterally positioned digits with 

the index finger generally only becoming affected when the other digits also exhibit 

the condition (Steinberg and Reynolds, 1948, Flatt and Wood, 1975, Dellon and 

Gaylor, 1976). The thumb is rarely affected, but  this phenomenon has been reported 

on a few occasions (Mathews et al., 1987).  

 

Symphalangism was first described by Cushing in 1916, where he suggested that 

there was a genetic link to the pathology as it presented in a family record of seven 

generations. The developmental abnormality results in a digit that is unable to flex or 

extend at the interphalangeal joints, the consequence of which leads to lack of flexion 

creases associated with those joints on both the dorsal and palmar surfaces (Borah et 

al., 2008), see figure 7 for an example of this. This clearly suggests that the flexion 

creases are closely associated with the function of the joints in the fingers, indicating 

that their formation maybe more closely related to function and perhaps not entirely 

under genetic control. While the skin and joint development is subject to genetic 

control, the actual formation of the crease pattern is highly variable dependent upon 

the differential movement of an individual’s fingers.  
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Figure 7. Symphalangism patient demonstrating lack of flexion creases in the PIP joints of the index 
and middle fingers, from Lehmann et al., (2006) 

 

2.2 BIOMETRICS 

 

This section will outline the context for biometric research, explaining how it is 

relevant to the field of human identification and the ideal traits required of a biometric 

identifier. Biometrics are measurements of a certain aspect of an individual’s 

anatomy, for example their fingerprints, or quantification of a specific personal 

characteristic, such as handwriting or voice (University of Cambridge, 2006). This 

principle of ‘life measurement’ has an extensive history, with the ancient Egyptians 

using personal physical features as the mark of a trusted trader (Ashbourn, 1994), and 

in East Asia fingerprints were used as a way of branding pottery so that it could be 

associated with a specific manufacturer (Toth, 2005).  
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Biometrics has a long history of being associated with the criminal justice system.  

This relationship arguably began in the 19th century under the influence of Alphonse 

Bertillion, the head of the criminal identification branch of the Paris Police 

Department (Cascetta and De Luccia, 2004, Jain et al., 2004). His work was 

developed into the Bertillionage system which used body measurements to address 

recidivism (Cascetta and De Luccia, 2004, Jain et al., 2004). It is therefore not a novel 

principle to use biological features for human identification, nor is it innovative, but 

there are new techniques and technologies being developed (BSI, 2008).  

 

As technology becomes an ever increasing presence in the modern world, biometric 

researchers have exploited this advancement by developing automated systems for the 

measurement of human features for identification and verification purposes. Initially 

these types of system were reserved primarily for top security government buildings 

and research laboratories. This was due to the associated costs being high; therefore it 

was not a viable option within the commercial arena. However in the 1990s, 

automated biometrics was significantly developed as a result of lower costs allowing  

more research to be undertaken in this field (Toth, 2005). This expansion led to the 

transformation of biometric systems into mainstream technology. The combination of 

these factors has caused rapid expansion in the biometrics market (Intellectual 

Security, 2007). Such a high magnitude of growth indicates that biometric systems are 

viewed and accepted as a key aspect of our current and future identification 

techniques. Therefore it is important to continue research into this field to support the 

current technology and ensure techniques are updated and, where necessary, to 

maintain the efficacy of biometrics methods of human identification. There is often a 

tendency for the technology and the underlying biological understanding to diverge. 
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This leads to disparity in the evaluation of a feature which will have significant 

consequences when presented to the judiciary (APS Scotland, 2011). 

 

With an increase in the market for biometric software and hardware and decrease in 

the associated cost, there are numerous systems in place throughout the world that 

employ measurement of an individual’s living features. While most of these systems 

claim to ‘identify’ people using methods such as fingerprinting (for example 

Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) (FBI, 2011)) they are 

actually verification systems that can only confirm the identity of an individual. 

 

 VERIFICATION: a 1:1 comparison, or confirmation of identity within a 

sample population (a stored set of data) that contains that individuals data 

 IDENTIFICATION: a 1:n comparison, identity may or may not be established 

 

Fingerprints as a biometric will be discussed in more detail in section 2.3.1 of this 

chapter. It is also important to acknowledge the current situation in Scotland in 

relation to fingerprint evidence. The Fingerprint Inquiry will be discussed in the 

admissibility section of this chapter (2.5.3), with reference to the Shirley McKie trial 

that prompted the inquiry.  

 

There are three principal ways of confirming or verifying an individual’s identity. The 

following criteria (described in table 1) outline the ways in which (primarily in the 

western world) a person can prove who they are (Ratha et al., 2001, Roy and Jawahar, 

2005). There is also a brief outline of the advantages and disadvantages associated 

with these methods. 
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METHOD EXAMPLES ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 
What you 
know 
(knowledge) 

 Password 
 Personal 

Identification 
Number (PIN) 

 Can be tailored to the 
individual-personalised 
for easy recall 

 Can be forgotten or 
confused 

 Easily shared or 
guessed 

What you 
have 
(possessions) 

 Keys 
 Passport 
 Drivers licence 
 Credit cards 

 Contain numerous 
pieces of information 
about the individual-
high data storage value 

 Can be lost or stolen 
 Prone to duplication 

or forgery 
 Can be shared or lost 

What you 
are 
(biometrics)  

 Fingerprints 
 Hand geometry 
 DNA 

 Entirely personal to the 
individual 

 Difficult to forge or 
copy 

 Must have 
comparative data that 
is accurate and up-to-
date 

Table 1. Verification techniques, developed from Ratha et al., (2001)  

 

As biometric information are arguably more permanent and stable than possessions or 

knowledge that identifies an individual they are potentially a better method of 

verifying identity (Lee and Gaensslen, 2001, Schucker, 2001, Jones, 2007, Ravikanth 

and Kumar, 2007). One disadvantage with a biometric approach to verification is that 

it requires comparison data for matching purposes in order to confirm the identity of 

the individual. There is also an increase in complexity with these methods as they 

usually require more equipment and raised expertise in order to process and interpret 

the information. Once the information is compromised or tampered with, the 

technique may become discredited and its value as an accepted biometric identifier 

will be significantly reduced. 

 

For a biometric trait to be successful in verifying an individual’s identity and be 

globally applicable, there are certain benchmark qualities that are required to be met 

(Clarke, 1994, Jain et al., 2004). Table 2 details the most important of these criteria. 
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CRITERIA DESCRIPTION 

Universality Possessed by everyone 

Distinctiveness Not shared between individuals 
Permanence Remain unaltered with time 
Collection Easy to collect 

Performance Method of collection should be simple and possess low error rates 

Acceptability The trait and method of acquisition should be generally accepted by the 
public 

Circumvention The trait ought to be difficult to replicate or imitate, thereby preventing fraud 

Table 2. Biometric criteria and descriptions adapted from Clarke, (1994) 

 

Not all biometric features will meet all of these ideal characteristics (Clarke, 1994) as 

each has varying levels of individuating potential (Jain et al., 2004). No single 

biometric trait possesses all the desirable criteria, not even DNA technology although 

it is often hailed as the ‘gold standard’ for the purposes of human identification. When 

examined under these criteria it fails in several areas. The retention of DNA profiles is 

one that is arguably not popular with the general public (BBC, 2008). Recent 

developments have shown that it is possible to falsify an individuals’ DNA by 

obtaining a blood sample, removing everything except the red blood cells (which do 

not carry genetic code) and then adding an alternate DNA sample, therefore it is 

clearly possible to circumvent this biometric trait (Technology Review, 2009). 

Therefore, the issue of falsification of biometric features lies not with the feature itself 

but with how the data is manipulated and interpreted. This will be considered later in 

this chapter in relation to the admissibility of fingerprint evidence and the recent 

Fingerprint Inquiry in Scotland. 

 

One way to address  the shortcomings of biometric information is to develop systems 

that incorporate multiple traits into the analysis and determination of an individual’s 

identity (Savic and Pavesic, 2007). A multimodal system utilises a combination of 
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biometric traits for the purposes of identification. The development of these systems 

has been shown to reduce the error rates associated with identification methods that 

simply use one characteristic to establish identity (Ross and Jain, 2004, Snelick et al., 

2005, Savic and Pavesic, 2007, Tsalakanidou et al., 2007). There is evidence to 

suggest that these systems also carry disadvantages such as increased cost due to 

added equipment requirements and increased time demand and complexity of the 

technique due to the involvement of various collection methods. Kumar and 

colleagues (2003) present a method by which hand geometry can be scanned at the 

same time as a palm print is recorded, thereby reducing one of the disadvantages 

associated with multimodal biometric methods. It reduces the time taken to acquire 

the data which is advantageous to the practitioner and the user, as well as arguably 

limiting the cost for the purchaser of the equipment as they do not require numerous 

pieces of hardware. 

 

The level of error associated with biometric identification systems is assessed by 

examining the false acceptance rate (FAR) and the false rejection rate (FRR) 

(Schucker, 2001, Furnell and Clarke, 2005). 

 

 FAR: the system incorrectly identifies two measurements from two different 

individuals as being from the same individual  

 FRR: the system incorrectly identifies two measurements from the same 

individual as being from different individuals. 

 

There is a trade-off between the two values. They are both a function of the decision 

threshold which is a value generally predetermined by the analysis system that 
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determines when a match is declared. The point at which FRR equals FAR is known 

as the equal error rate (EER), and the lower this value the more accurate is the system. 

When the FRR and FAR are balanced, this indicates a balance in the sensitivity of the 

system (Schucker, 2001, Furnell and Clarke, 2005). Ideally, biometric identification 

systems will demonstrate a low EER. This can only be established through testing of 

the method and advancement in the automation process.  

 

The prevalence of biometrics for the purposes of security is well established (Nelson, 

2002, Identity Solutions, 2011) and is also well founded for the purposes of criminal 

identification (FBI, 2011). Current systems carry certain advantages and many key 

disadvantages. It is important that when developing biometric identification 

techniques that attention is paid to meeting the criteria outlined in table 2, as well as 

carrying out appropriate statistical tests to establish error rates associated with any 

method and that there is a full understanding of the underlying biological principles. 

 

2.3 HAND BIOMETRICS 

 

The human hand has been analysed for its use as a biometric identifier for a long 

period of time (Miller, 1971). In the 1980s the concept of hand geometry was 

developed for human identification (Roberts, 2006), and the technology for assessing 

the geometry of the hand eventually became commercially available (US 

Government, 2006). It is considered that certain hand features are not of sufficient use 

for identification purposes (a 1:n match) because they are not seen to be descriptive 

enough and too many common features exist (Kizza, 2010). Specific features will be 
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discussed in more detail later in this chapter. Conversely, there has also been 

acknowledgement of the possibility for the hand and its associated features to be used 

for identification due to the potential for the associated hand features to be ‘unique’ 

(Spaun, 2007). Using hands for identification purposes is also more likely to be 

acceptable to the general public; people are more comfortable having their hands 

examined compared to other parts of their anatomy (Gregory and Simon, 2008). This 

indicates that the use of knuckle crease patterns for the purposes of human 

identification may meet the criteria of acceptability as outlined by Clarke (1994). 

 

Those features that have been subject to research and analysis for the purposes of 

identification will be discussed. Perhaps one of the most well founded of these 

biometric features are fingerprints, or epidermal ridges. Vein pattern analysis will be 

examined because of the potential applicability of the tracing methodology to knuckle 

crease pattern interpretation. The use of hand geometry for identification purposes 

will also be outlined before addressing the use of knuckle crease patterns for 

identification purposes. 

 

2.3.1 Epidermal Ridges and Latent Prints 

 

Fingerprints are the biometric trait hailed to be one of the best for the purposes of 

human identification (Jain et al., 1997, Kondekar et al., 2010). It was established in 

1893 that it is highly unlikely that two people will have identical  friction ridge 

patterns  (Maltoni et al., 2009). However, these claims have not, and cannot, ever be 

proven. There has been some attempt to characterise the ‘uniqueness’ of fingerprints 

according to statistical predictions which decide the likelihood of two individuals 
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possessing the same fingerprint as one in 64 billion (Cole, 2002). However these 

claims are subject to the sample population that has been established by the 

statistician, and can easily be refuted.  

 

A latent print is the pattern of ridges and furrows left behind after the palmar surface 

of the digit comes into contact with a surface. The functional purpose of the epidermal 

ridges is to increase the surface area of the fingers (and palms of the hands and soles 

of the feet) to provide increased grip when handling objects (Salter, 2000). The 

development of the epidermal ridges is not entirely under genetic control. They arise 

as a result of interactions with the intra-uterine environment and are influenced by the 

developing dermis (Galloway and Charlton, 2007). This suggests that even identical 

twins will have differences in their epidermal ridge pattern (Srihari et al., 2008). The 

relationship with the dermis is important as it makes the epidermal ridge pattern 

resistant to damage. Even if the epidermis is damaged by some mechanism, as long as 

the dermis remains intact the pattern will remain patent upon examination (Thompson 

and Black, 2007). This is due to the fact that the dermal pattern is a mirror image of 

the epidermal ridge pattern (Thompson and Black, 2007). It is also proposed that the 

pattern, once established, does not change with time (Napier, 1993). This resilience 

makes epidermal ridges a useful biometric trait. Friction ridge patterns are analysed 

according to three levels of classification. Table 3 gives details of these 

classifications. 
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Table 3. Fingerprint Classification Criteria. Adapted from Maltoni et al., (2009) 

 

2.3.2 Vein Patterns 

 

Arterial development is driven by the force associated with the pumping (systolic) 

mechanism of the heart, whereas venous development is in response to the influence 

of diastolic pressure which acts as a vacuum and is more random.  This indicates that 

prediction of the precise location and pattern of arteries will be better than for veins. 

(Bergan, 2007).  

  

It is well established in the anatomical literature that the venous pattern in the hands is 

highly variable between individuals and as a result is believed to be individuating 

(Kumar et al., 2009, Bhattacharyya et al., 2010). Practitioners have also established 

that the amount of variability between an individual’s left and right hand vein patterns 

is similar to the variation between two right hands of different individuals (Meadows, 

2012). The pattern can be easily captured using near infra-red light cameras and then 

processed using a tracing and overlay technique (Meadows, 2012). This system is in 

the process of being automated to reduce cross-user error in implementing the 

technique (Meadows, 2012). As the venous pattern is located beneath the surface of 

the skin it is difficult to alter without an invasive procedure, and with it requiring the 

flow of deoxygenated blood it is a difficult feature to fake or spoof (Nadort, 2007, 

Wang et al., 2008).  

CLASSIFICATION DESCRIPTION 

Level 1 Shape produced by the friction ridge:  
arches, loops and whorls 

Level 2 Individual characteristics:  
ridge endings/bifurcations/crossovers, lakes, independent ridges and spurs 

Level 3 Comparison of ridge edges, position and shape of pores 
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2.3.3 Hand Geometry 

 

The technology for measuring and comparing hand characteristics was patented in the 

early 1970s (Miller, 1971). This enabled the development of hand geometry 

techniques in the years that followed eventually making commercial products for 

identity verification by hand geometrics a reality (Sidlauskas, 1988, Roberts, 2006, 

US Government, 2006). The geometry of the human hand  is now widely used in 

identity verification systems (Zunkel, 2002). Numerous features can be assessed using 

the geometrics of the hand, such as thickness and width of fingers, palm size and 

aspect ratios of the fingers or palm (Kumar et al., 2003, Bolle et al., 2004).  Many of 

the techniques that use measurements of the hand for identification or verification 

have high false acceptance and false rejection rates (Kumar et al., 2003, Kumar et al., 

2006) and some research does not establish these rates (Rudravaram and Govindaraju, 

2004). The establishment of false acceptance and rejection rates is important for 

determining the admissibility of a method. Despite this it remains widely used, 

perhaps due to it being more acceptable to the public compared to more invasive 

methods such as iris or retina scans. It is also easier to collect the information 

necessary and does not have the perceived association with criminality that 

fingerprints have. 
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From examining other methods associated with identification from the hand it is clear 

that there are key areas that must be considered: 

 The feature must be identifiable in all individuals 

 Acceptability  

 False acceptance and rejection rates must be established in order to 

demonstrate the efficacy of the method 

 

2.4 KNUCKLE CREASES AS A BIOMETRIC 

 

Knuckle crease patterns have received limited attention in the literature (Ravikanth 

and Kumar, 2007, Kumar, 2009, Kumar and Ravikanth, 2009, Kumar and Zhou, 

2009b, Kumar and Zhou, 2009a, Choras and Kozik, 2010, Zhu and Zhang, 2010, 

Choras and Kozik, 2011). The majority of work in this area has taken place in the past 

few years, by practitioners that specialise in biometrics, not anatomy. This has meant 

that the primary concern is the value of this trait as a commercial product for 

verification purposes. While the research consistently states that the dorsal knuckle 

crease pattern is ‘unique’ to the individual, they make no reference to where they 

acquired this information (Kumar, 2009, Kumar and Ravikanth, 2009, Kumar and 

Zhou, 2009b, Kumar and Zhou, 2009a). Therefore it seems imperative to develop a 

technique for interpreting this trait that is based upon a clear anatomical and 

embryological foundation. 

 

Previous research in this field routinely proposes that a peg-free system of image 

acquisition is more convenient to users (Kumar and Ravikanth, 2009, Kumar and 
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Zhou, 2009b).  Researchers indicate that it allows for ease of use and that lack of 

repeatability is limited because the image quality is not distorted and the required 

features do not rely on consistent positioning of the fingers. Kumar and Zhou (2009a, 

2009b) suggest that the peg free system is more ‘realistic’ compared to the peg-based 

method of acquiring the data. However some authors do also note that a peg-based 

system of image acquisition would allow for more accurate and repeatable methods to 

be developed (Kumar, 2009, Kumar and Ravikanth, 2009). With reference to the 

criteria outlined by Clarke (1994), the peg-free method does mean ease of collection 

of the biometric data.  

 

The previous research in this field utilises automated methods of extracting the 

features of the knuckle crease (Ravikanth and Kumar, 2007, Kumar, 2009, Kumar and 

Ravikanth, 2009, Kumar and Zhou, 2009b, Kumar and Zhou, 2009a, Choras and 

Kozik, 2010, Zhu and Zhang, 2010, Choras and Kozik, 2011). For example, Kumar 

(2009) uses Gabor filters for this purpose. They are considered suitable because of 

their tubular angular and axial-frequency bandwidths and centre frequencies, 

achieving the optimal joint resolution in the spatial and frequency domains (Kumar, 

2009). Gabor filters are linear filters used for edge detection that work in a similar 

way to the human visual system (Daugman, 1985). Kumar uses the information 

extracted by the Gabor filter to generate a ‘KnuckleCode’ (Kumar, 2009). It is not 

clear from this paper how these ‘KnuckleCodes’ are used for testing the identification 

potential of the dorsal knuckle crease pattern. A lot of the research in this field 

follows the pattern of presenting complex computational methods, the application of 

which appears confusing and therefore lacks repeatability. It is clear that there needs 

to be standardisation of the techniques applied to this feature to set a solid framework 
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for research in this field. This will set the precedent for the use of the knuckle crease 

pattern for the purposes of forensic human identification. 

 

2.5 EVIDENTIAL ADMISSIBILITY AND NOVEL SCIENCE IN COURT  

 

The word ‘forensic’ derives from the Latin word forensis which means pertaining to 

the forum. In modern terminology this applies to the courtroom, as this is the avenue 

by which legal issues are judged. Therefore any new forensic method of human 

identification must meet the requirements stipulated by the courts to be deemed 

admissible. In the United Kingdom these requirements have been subject to 

significant debate and discussion in recent years, which has the potential to result in 

changes to the legal process relating to this field. It is crucial to understand the way in 

which these changes have come about and the influences to which legal proceedings 

in the UK have been subject. The situation in the United States has been significantly 

influential in the changes occurring in the United Kingdom, along with high profile 

trials in the UK that have exemplified serious failings in the application of forensic 

techniques, such as the trial of Shirley McKie (HMA v McKie, 1999) and the 

Birmingham six (R v Maguire, 1991). 

 

2.5.1 Admissibility in the United States 

 

The United States (US) court system is complex due to the distinction that exists 

between the state and federal systems. The state legal systems are independent to the 

federal legal system and differ greatly between the different states, some relying on 
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rules of evidence similar to Federal Rules of Evidence 702 and 704 or individual state 

law. The federal legal system is covered by the Federal Rules of Evidence (FREs). 

There are four key cases that relate to the current situation of admissibility of expert 

evidence in the Unites States:  

 Frye v United States, 293 F. 1013 [1923] 

 Daubert v Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, 509 U.S. 579 [1993] 

 General Electric Co. v Joiner, 522 U.S. 136 [1997]  

 Kumho Tire Co. Ltd. v Carmichael [1999]. 

 

Frye v United States, 1923  

This case marked the first stage in the development of admissibility criteria in the US 

(Redmayne, 2001).The proceedings concerned evidence obtained from a lie detector 

test which was eventually deemed inadmissible due to its ‘primitive nature’. This 

event led to the development of rules that required novel scientific evidence to meet 

certain admissibility criteria. The rules encompassed the concept that the new 

technique must be accepted by the wider scientific community before it can be 

accepted by the courts, the general acceptance rule (Redmayne, 2001). The purpose of 

this change was to ensure that the novel method provides a reliable basis for judicial 

consideration. At this stage the guidelines were mostly general and thus easily applied 

as they required limited scientific knowledge on the part of the judge (Christensen, 

2004). Despite this, over time, courts began to modify or ignore the ‘Frye standard’ 

eventually prompting the enactment of the Federal Rules of Evidence in 1975 (US 

Federal Government, 2000, Christensen, 2004). However the FREs failed to 

incorporate the Frye standard leading to confusion over the admissibility of scientific 
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testimony. This resulted in courts utilising either Frye or FREs, or a hybrid of the two 

(Christensen, 2004).   

 

A series of three rulings by the US Supreme court (Daubert v Merrel Dow 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc [1993]; General Electric v Joiner [1997]; and Kumho Tire Co. 

Ltd. v Carmichael [1999]) helped to clarify the confusion over the FREs and Frye. 

These rulings intended to ensure the reliability and relevance of scientific evidence in 

court (Christensen and Crowder, 2009). Not all states have adopted these Daubert 

standards or criteria as they became known (Moreno, 2003), though in 2003 it was 

found that 94% of state court judges found Daubert useful in their decision making 

process (Christensen and Crowder, 2009). 

 

Daubert v Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 1993  

This was a civil case which resulted in the US Supreme Court outlining specific 

guidelines as to the necessary criteria for what is required of novel evidence 

techniques and expert witness testimony for them to be admissible in court (table 4). 

One of these criteria is that the discretion of whether the evidence or expert testimony 

is admitted into the court remains with the judge. This feature arguably leaves the 

protocols open to human error, while judges are the arbiters of justice it is possible for 

them to misunderstand and rule out evidence where it may be vital. There are also 

stipulation for situations where the ‘Daubert criteria’ may fail, in these cases the 

judge must be open to applying their own guidelines to assess the suitability of the 

evidence in question (Hileman, 2003). The criteria cover five main considerations for 

evaluating scientific evidence; theory, falsifiability, peer review, error rates and 

acceptability (Cheng and Yoon, 2005).  
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1 The evidence must be based upon a theory or technique that can be tested 

2 The theory or technique must be, or be able to be tested 

3 The theory or technique must be subjected to peer review 

4 The theory or technique has a known associated error rate when it is applied, there are usual 
scientific controls and standards in place 

5 The theory or technique has been accepted by the scientific community i.e. by peer reviewed 
publication. 

Table 4. ‘Daubert criteria’ adapted from Mallett, (2010) 

 

General Electric Co. v Joiner, 1997 

The proceedings of this case led to the expansion of the judges role as ‘gatekeeper’ 

that had been previously established by Daubert (1993). The proceedings of this trial 

led to the conclusion that the court was required to assess the methods used by the 

expert as well as the reliable nature of their analysis and reasoning in order for the 

evidence to be deemed admissible in the trial. While the Daubert and Joiner rulings 

led to some clarification on the criteria used to determine the admissibility of expert 

evidence, there still remained some unanswered questions as to exactly what evidence 

fell under these criteria.  

 

Kumho Tire Co., Ltd., v Carmichael, 1999 

The Supreme Court ruling in this case helped to clarify the confusion over what 

evidence was subject to the Daubert critera. The ruling outlined that the gatekeeper 

role of the judge was to be exercised in all cases of expert witness testimony. It 

established that such evidence must be part of a reliable and relevant foundation 

before it is admitted and the judge has the supreme authority over the extent to which 

these criteria are applied in each case. 
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Even after these three rulings, uniform application of the Daubert criteria was not the 

case in the United States (Mallett and Evison, In press).  There were limitations to the 

benefits that may have been derived from the triad of rulings due to the lack of 

uniform application of the criteria (Mallett, 2010).  The solution to this was the 

implementation of an amendment from Federal Rule of Evidence 702 , to reduce any 

ambiguity as to the necessity of the triad rulings and their involvement in the 

assessment of expert evidence admissibility (Bernstein, 2002). Rule 702 incorporates 

the triad of rulings into three requirements that stipulate that an expert may testify if: 

 The testimony is based on sufficient facts and data  

 The testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods 

 The witness has applied them to the facts of the case (US Federal Government, 

2000).  

 

Rule 702 also requires that the expert’s opinion be assessed based entirely on these 

criteria (Gebauer, 2001). While this incorporation of the triad of rulings into the FRE 

means that the criteria are more likely to be utilised state-wide, making their 

applicability more accountable and consistent, there are still the issues of exactly what 

the terms ‘reliable’ and ‘relevant’ mean. There is no clear stipulation of these 

definitions by the FRE, which could potentially lead to confusion in their application 

(Moreno, 2003). 

 

National Academy of Sciences (NAS) Report, 2009, US 

The principal findings of this report indicated that there were serious problems with 

the forensic science system with respect to both research and practice. It proposed that 

the only way to address this was to overhaul the structure that supports the forensic 
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science community in the United States and this could only be achieved by effective 

leadership at the highest level of state and federal government and with a significant 

injection of federal funding (NAS, 2009). 

 

The report makes recommendations for the creation of a National Institute of Forensic 

Sciences (NIFS), in order to remove it from the control of law enforcement agencies 

and prosecutors’ offices.  It also promotes support for research into observer bias and 

sources of error in forensic science, the development of tools for sharing information 

and proficiency testing with views towards the establishment of protocols for 

examinations, methods and practices. The report recognises the necessity of routine 

quality assurance and a national ethical code. 

 

The NAS report (2009) stipulates the requirement for mandatory accreditation for all 

forensic laboratories and practitioners. It also highlights the necessity to support 

higher education, by promotion of the inclusion of scholarships and fellowships into 

graduate programs in forensic science. 

 

Two important issues are highlighted in the NAS report that call into question the 

admission of, and reliance upon, forensic evidence in criminal cases: 

 The extent to which a particular forensic discipline is founded on reliable 

scientific methodology, thereby giving it the capacity to analyse evidence 

reliably and report findings 

 The extent to which practitioners in a particular discipline rely on human 

interpretation without allowing for the associated error to be tested and the 

potential for bias to be acknowledged 
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Some reactions to this report have been to immediate effect, whilst others are of the 

opinion that there is nothing wrong with the present system in the United States 

(Cyber Forensics, 2010). 

 

2.5.2 Admissibility in England and Wales 

 

English law with respect to scientific evidence and expert witness testimony is not 

subject to the same stringent criteria that exist in the US (Mallett and Evison, In 

press). It could be considered that England and Wales have some similarities to the 

US system, whereby the judge has ultimate discretion as to the admission of evidence. 

In R v Sang [1980] AC 402, the House of Lords came to the conclusion that the judge 

in a criminal trial has the right to refuse the admission of evidence if in their opinion 

the probative value of the evidence is outweighed by its prejudicial qualities (Doak 

and McGourlay, 2005). 

 

In the current political climate, the situation with respect to regulation of forensic 

sciences is under significant scrutiny. The Forensic Regulator (Mr Andrew Rennison) 

works to advise the government on what policies should be made with respect to 

forensic science. At the British Association for Human Identification conference in 

April 2011, Andrew Rennison gave a presentation outlining the recommendations 

planned for regulating scientific evidence. In order to understand the current situation 

it is important to outline the history relating to this subject, before going on to 

summarise the key points made in the presentation.  
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Numerous miscarriages of justices have highlighted the failings of forensic science 

and the practitioners in this field. The Royal Commission’s report in 1993 (Royal 

Commission, 1993) concerning the failings with in the case of the Birmingham 6 

bombers was one of the first steps towards realising the need for a regulatory body for 

forensic science. In 2005, the House of Commons Science and Technology 

Committee provided a report entitled Forensic Science on Trial (House of Commons, 

2005). It detailed 60 conclusions concerning the improvements that were needed in 

the area. In particular there were significant statements made with regards to the role 

of the Council for Regulation of Forensic Practitioners (CRFP) and the Forensic 

Science Service (FSS) and the requirements necessary for them to be effective.  By 

2009, the CRFP had been disbanded as government funding was cut. This was in part 

due to the recommendations from the Forensic Regulator, who advised the 

government that the CRFP merely acted as a ‘comfort blanket’ and was not delivering 

anything of any real value (Rennison, 2011) and in 2012 the FSS is being dismantled.  

 

The Forensic Regulator has now proposed new regulation and accreditation models, 

which are based upon guidelines that already exist for other organisations (Forensic 

Science Regulator, 2008, 2009). The current standard for laboratory accreditation 

comes under International Standards Organisation (ISO) guideline 17025. This is used 

by numerous laboratories such as the Food Standards Agency and other institutions 

nation-, and worldwide. It also covers DNA databases, which are considered to be the 

‘gold standard’ for human identification purposes. In order to load profiles onto the 

national database, accreditation to ISO 17025 is required, along with achieving very 

robust proficiency requirements.  
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Fingerprint technology is not held accountable to ISO 17025. It is currently police-led 

technology. With respect to fingerprint technology, the Association of Chief Police 

Officers (ACPO) adheres to the guidelines of ISO 9001 which is generally applied to 

new quality management, not standards of competence and testing. ISO 17025 does 

provide standards for competence and testing, indicating that there is the need to 

address the current situation with regards to fingerprint technology.  There have been 

significant issues in this field in recent years, most notably the Shirley McKie case. 

This led to the Fingerprint Inquiry in Scotland (APS Scotland 2011) . As early as 

1995, research has indicated that the 16 point ‘standard’ employed in England and 

Wales was not statistically robust (Evett and Williams, 1995). It is proposed that this 

area of forensic science be made accountable to ISO 17025 (Rennison, 2011). 

 

The accreditation model, proposed by the Forensic Regulator, seeks to utilise the 

guidelines of ISO 17025 to provide a way to test the competency of organisations in 

forensic science. More specifically, it seeks to determine the ability of these 

organisations to manage their people and the quality of work produced. It will aim to 

raise accountability and competence of the organisations and thereby improve the 

validity of the methods produced. Codes of practice and conduct  have been published 

which outline the requirements of a forensic laboratory and its practitioners (Forensic 

Science Regulator, 2009). The codes highlight that the duty of a forensic practitioner 

is to the court and the administration of justice. The Forensic Regulator also proposes 

a regulatory model whereby the codes of practice and conduct will be utilised to 

outline the standards for accreditation as an expert. There will be interaction with 

professional bodies to seek advice from current experts on what these standards ought 

to be (Rennison, 2011). It is important to note that the ISOs were not specifically 
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written for a forensic context and that adaptation may be required for them to 

adequately cover this area of science. Ultimately there are plans to develop an 

international model for accreditation and regulation. ‘Crime is global, science is 

global, and therefore the standards for forensic science ought to be global too’ 

(Rennison, 2011). 

 

While the current focus is on laboratory accreditation, this will be extended to 

individual scientists. For example, a forensic anthropologist could potentially seek 

accreditation under ISO 17025 (lab standard) or ISO 17020 (crime scene standard) 

depending on their area of expertise. There is funding in place to develop these 

standards over the next 10 years. Work is also going to include a strong relationship 

with Skills for Justice, who will help to set the national occupational standards for 

forensic practitioners (Rennison, 2011). They will work to integrate the standards into 

the training and development of staff in this field.  

 

The Law Commission for England and Wales published a consultation paper in 2009 

which agreed with the view of the House of Commons Science and Technology 

Committee and proposed to adopt a similar standard to that of Daubert, to reform the 

law of evidence with regards to the admissibility of scientific evidence. The final 

recommendations and the draft Criminal Evidence (Experts) Bill were published in 

Expert Evidence in Criminal Proceedings in England and Wales (The Law 

Commission, 2011). The Law Commission formally recommended that a new 

reliability–based admissibility test for expert evidence be introduced to criminal 

proceedings. This test would prohibit the admission of expert evidence before a jury 

unless it has been declared sufficiently reliable. It is anticipated that this will mean 
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juries are less likely to reach their conclusions on unreliable evidence and there will 

be fewer miscarriages of justice resulting in greater public confidence in the criminal 

justice system (The Law Commission, 2011). 

 

2.5.3 Admissibility in Scotland 

 

While there are moves to reform the laws in England and Wales concerning expert 

evidence by the Law Commission (The Law Commission, 2009, The Law 

Commission, 2011), these only apply to England and Wales. They do not mean that 

their recommendations will be adopted into Scots Law. In April 2011, the Scottish 

Universities Insight Institute hosted a series of workshops to begin discussions 

regarding the situation in Scotland (Scottish Universities Insight Institute, 2011).  

 

The series of workshops took the form of talks and discussion from forensic and legal 

experts from the United Kingdom and from the United States. It is clear that they 

want to develop a more structured framework, perhaps based on what is in place in 

the US, for dealing with expert evidence testimony and particularly novel evidence. 

Issues recommended for consideration include; the standards for determining 

evidential admissibility and more specifically how these apply to emerging or novel 

techniques, for example the use of photographic image comparison for the 

identification of alleged child sex offenders. Most of the techniques presented have 

the potential to exclude individuals from the suspect pool, but they can only go as far 

to point out similarities with the suspect and offender and indicate there is no 

significant (not statistical, but anatomical significance) (Scottish Universities Insight 

Institute, 2011) difference between the two. Therefore at present they only have the 
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power to conclusively exclude individuals from investigation, not provide an 

indication of the strength of a ‘positive match’. 

 

Police officer Shirley McKie was tried for perjury in 1998, after denying she had been 

to the house of a murder victim, despite fingerprint evidence attributed to her being 

found at the scene (APS Scotland, 2011).  She was later acquitted of the charge after 

the High Court of Justiciary rejected the fingerprint evidence and she was 

unanimously found not guilty. The Scottish Parliament then decided to refer the case 

to its Justice 1 Committee, who began inquiry in April 2006. Over five years later, in 

December 2011, the Fingerprint Inquiry published a report which stipulates a number 

of recommendations for fingerprint evidence as well as finding no evidence to suggest 

the Ms McKie ever entered the house of the victim. Table 5 outlines the key 

recommendations from the inquiry. 
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KEY RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Fingerprint evidence should be recognised as opinion evidence, not fact and it must be 

assessed on its merits 
2. Examiners should stop reporting conclusions with 100% accuracy, suggesting fingerprint 

evidence is infallible 
3. Examiners should be trained to emphasise that conclusions are based on personal opinion and 

that the opinion is based on: 
 Quality of examined materials 
 Ability of examiner 
 Subjectivity of interpretation 
 Cogency of explanations for any differences 
 The subjective view of ‘sufficiency’ 

4. Differences of opinion between examiners should not be referred to as ‘disputes’ 
5. The Scottish Police Services Authority (SPSA) Standard Operating Procedures should set out 

in detail the ACE-V (method of fingerprint comparison) process that is to be followed 
6. Features that are relied upon for examination can be easily demonstrated to a lay person with 

normal eyesight as observable in the mark 
7. Explanations of any differences between a mark and a print require to be cogent if a finding of 

identification is to be made 
8. A finding of identification should not be made if there is an unexplained difference between 

mark and print 
9. The SPSA should develop a process to ensure complex marks (such as those involved in the 

McKie case) are treated differently: 
 Examination should be undertaken by 3 qualified examiners who reach conclusions 

independently 
 The substantive basis for the examiners conclusions should be reviewed 
 The reasons for the examiners’ conclusions should be explored and recorded, even 

where they agree 
10. An emphasis needs to be placed on the importance of learning and practicing methodology of 

fingerprint work as well as engaging with members of the academic community 
Table 5. Key recommendations of the Fingerprint Inquiry (APS Scotland, 2011) 

 

It is clear that there have been important steps towards reforming the system of 

evidential admissibility in Scotland, and that it is important to be aware of the current 

situation in order to understand the potential ramifications for forensic research. 

While the recommendations from the Fingerprint Inquiry are specifically for 

fingerprint evidence, it sets the precedent for evaluation of other forensic methods and 

considerations for the use of forensic evidence in court. 
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2.5.4 Image Comparison Evidence 

 

In 2009, the Association of Chief Police Officers published guidelines for the 

comparison of facial images for human identification (ACPO, 2009). While they refer 

directly to the use of the face for identification purposes, the protocols outlined could 

be used for other parts of the body, including hands. The criteria outlined by this 

publication are as follows: 

 Image comparison relies upon the quality of the images being compared 

 Identification through comparison only has evidential value if it exhibits 

morphologically comparable features, for example a similar process to the 

preparation of fingerprint evidence 

 Comparisons must demonstrate significant areas of similarity and difference, 

highlighting presence and absence of features 

 Highlights likelihood of feature repetition and probability features (ACPO, 

2009) 

 

Likelihood ratios have proved to be an issue in the presentation of scientific evidence 

in court. In the case of R v Turnbull  [1976] 63 Cr App R 132 there was disagreement 

over the likelihood ratios presented by the expert witness. It was found that the 

likelihood ratios presented were not derived from a source of information that was 

relevant to the case, and therefore a subjective opinion. This led to an appeal based on 

the subjective and non-transparent nature of the evidence. The court of appeal in this 

case was commended on its judgement of the poor quality of the expert’s statistics 

(Redmayne et al., 2011), succeeding where other English courts have failed in the past 

(Kennedy, 2002, van Koppen, 2002, Moenssens, 2004b, Moenssens, 2004a).  
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The image comparison evidence of the offender’s hands led to a guilty plea in the 

recent prosecution of Dean Hardy (Black et al., 2009). This was the first case of its 

kind in the UK. The accused in question was arrested in 2007 after numerous indecent 

images of children were found on equipment found in his home. These images were 

all deemed to be level 3 according to the Oliver Image Description Scale (table 6) 

(Akdeniz, 2008) . 

 

1 Images depicting erotic posing with no sexual activity 
2 Sexual activity between children, or solo masturbation by a child 
3 Non-penetrative sexual activity between adults and children 
4 Penetrative sexual activity between children and adults 
5 Sadism or bestiality featuring children 

Table 6. Oliver Image Description Scale. (Akdeniz, 2008) 

 

Of the images in question, five contained images of the offender’s hands. When these 

were compared to images of Hardy’s hands it was concluded that, based on a number 

of different features, the suspect and offender images did not display any notable 

differences (Black et al., 2009, Metropolitan Police, 2009). This provided the 

conclusion that it was not possible to exclude Hardy from the investigation based on 

the evidence. 

 

Operation Algebra is another case that utilised hand image comparison methods to 

yield a conviction. Of the 7000 images depicting child abuse found on Neil Strachan’s 

personal computer, one contained evidence of an adult hand which became known as 

the ‘Hogmanay Image’ (Carrell, 2009). Through expert examination of this image, 

and comparison to images of Strachan’s hand, specifically the thumb, it was stated 

that there was ‘strong evidence’ to support the hypothesis that the offender and 

suspect in this case were the same person (Robertson, 2009) and no evidence was 
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found to disprove this hypothesis, i.e. no differences between the suspect and offender 

images could be established. 

 

There is clearly a precedent for the use of hand image comparison in the UK criminal 

justice systems. In order for successful methods to be developed there must be 

awareness of the guidelines and expectations of expert evidence in court.  

 

Project aims and objectives 

It is clear from addressing the background and previous research to this study, that 

there is a lack of anatomical foundation in the research into the use of the knuckle 

crease as a potential identifier. This research aims to address that failing. It is 

hypothesised that the pattern of the knuckle crease can be classified in a similar 

manner to the classification system that is well established for fingerprint evidence. 

Tracing of the crease pattern is also examined and the associated repeatability and 

reliability addressed, for intra-observer and inter-observer consistency. Finally there 

will be preliminary testing of the methods for use in real-case scenarios by 

establishing a sample for suspect/offender comparison. For novel evidence to be 

accepted into court, it is important that the current situation with regards to 

admissibility is considered. The conclusions generated by this research will form the 

foundation for evidence of its type to be accepted into court. 
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3. CLASSIFICATION STUDY 

 

This chapter details the process of attempting to classify the pattern of the dorsal 

knuckle crease pattern of the proximal interphalangeal joint. Firstly, the materials and 

methods employed are outlined, followed by the results of the classification and 

subsequent testing of the established pattern types. Discussion is then made of the 

methods and results and finally conclusions are drawn from the results and proposals 

made for future research. 

 

3.1. MATERIALS 

 

The material for this research was derived from the CAHId-ID database held by the 

Centre for Anatomy and Human Identification (CAHId) at the University of Dundee. 

The sample comprised 272 individuals. The participants were volunteers mainly 

comprised of staff and students of the University (namely from within CAHId) and 

visiting police officers enrolled in national disaster victim identification (DVI) 

training as students at the University. Females are underrepresented in the database: 

206 of the cohort are male and 66 are female. For the purposes of this study, images 

of the dorsum of the left hand from each individual from the sample were collected 

for analysis and the index finger from each of these images was isolated for analysis. 

This area was chosen based on information gathered from case-work related to this 

project. It is more common to see the left hand featured in images, as the offender is 

usually taking the photograph themselves and the majority of people are right handed 

(Black, personal communication). Table 7 provides details of the recent casework 
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undertaken by CAHId relating to comparison of suspect and offender hands and 

digits. 

 

POLICE FORCE HAND REGION KNUCKLES USED? 

Metropolitan L Thumb, index  

Lothian & Borders R Thumb  

Essex L Hand  

Greater Manchester L Thumb  

West Yorkshire R Hand  

Hampshire Constabulary L Thumb  

West Yorkshire L Thumb, index & middle  

Metropolitan L Thumb  

Metropolitan L Hand  

Leicestershire L Thumb, index  

Humberside L Thumb, index  

Tayside L Thumb, index  

Suffolk L Thumb, index  

Table 7. Table of case work relating to comparison of suspect/offender images (Black, personal 
communication) 

 

The index finger and the thumb are the most frequently viewed digits in offender 

images. The images of the dorsum of the hand in the database displayed the index 

finger clearly with the joint fully extended. The thumb is not displayed in the same 

position, but is slightly rotated in relation to the rest of the digits and is partially 

flexed at the interphalangeal joint. As a result it was decided that only the index finger 

would be used for this preliminary analysis as the images collected were more 

standardised compared to those depicting the thumb. Another important factor in 

deciding which digits to examine was time, owing to this being a one year project it 

had to be feasible for completion in that time. It would not have been possible to 

retake enough images of the thumb for analysis, whereas the index finger images were 

already available. 
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Details of the proportions of males and females in the sample population can be found 

in table 8. Fifteen individuals were excluded from the classification analysis as they 

exhibited scars or abnormalities in the region of the proximal interphalangeal knuckle 

crease. 

 

SEX TOTAL NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS EXCLUSIONS 
Male 206 12 

Female 66 3 
Total 272 15 

 COMPLETE COHORT 257 
Table 8. Classification study sample information 

 

Image Collection and Storage 

The images were collected prior to commencement of this study. The system 

comprised a peg-based registration format to align the hand of the volunteer, and 

consisted of six permanent pegs which were placed to allow registration of both left 

and right hands using the same equipment.  The pegs were fixed to the platen of a 

Canonscan LiDE 90 document scanner and overlooked by a vertically mounted digital 

camera (Canon EOS D30, 8.2 megapixels).  Figure 8 shows the hardware involved.  
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Figure 8. Image capture station 

 

The images were then uploaded onto the database, assigned a number and labelled 

according to each individual’s file and which hand has been imaged along with the 

aspect that was captured. The database is stored on a secure hard drive to which only 

those individuals involved in the research have access. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Camera 

Scanner platen 

Pegs for positioning digits 
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3.2 ETHICAL APPROVAL 

 

Each database volunteer, prior to having their images captured, completed a consent 

form allowing for the images taken to be used for academic research relating to hands 

and associated anatomy, and therefore this project was possible under this approval. 

The consent forms also stipulated the participant’s right to remove themselves from 

the study at any time, without requirement for explanations, and any images retained 

along with personal data would be destroyed immediately. The forms also gave the 

participant the option of supplying biographic information along with their hand 

images. This included age, sex and handedness. Participants were free to provide as 

much or as little information as they saw fit. The volunteers were also advised that 

their personal information would be stored in accordance with the Data Protection Act 

2004 (UK Government, 2004), and would only be accessible to those researchers 

involved in the study. The Ethics Committee of the University of Dundee granted the 

ethical approval for this research.  

 

3.3 METHODS 

 

The initial stage of this research attempted to develop a way in which the pattern type 

seen in the left index finger knuckle crease over the PIP joint could be classified. It 

was decided that at this level the most simple and inclusive classification groups 

should be addressed. It was therefore important to limit the number of these groups 

that were described to prevent over complication. The method was derived from that 

which is used to describe the different pattern types evident in fingerprints. As a result 
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it was hypothesised that it might be possible to develop a similar system for 

categorising knuckle crease patterns. The process of development took the form of 

examining the images using Photoshop© and attempting to describe the general 

pattern of the knuckle crease. Descriptions were also made from hard copies of the 

images where the index finger had been cropped and printed in colour. This was 

carried out by the author and served to increase familiarity with the cohort. It was 

difficult to assess the similarities in the patterns by viewing the images on a computer 

screen, as only a few could be examined at one time. Also, the general descriptions 

made did not draw any immediate conclusions as to potential primary classification 

groups. It was therefore decided that the hard copies would be further utilised to make 

it possible to view the cohort as one large group as well as making them easier to pick 

up and move around. This process also made it possible to select those individuals 

with obvious scars, defects (such as knuckle pads) or images that were of poor quality 

and therefore the pattern was not clear, and they were excluded from the cohort 

(n=15). The final sample comprised 257 individuals. 

 

The images were spread out over several tables in a laboratory and examined by the 

author and the two thesis supervisors (to be referred to as observers A, B and C 

respectively from this point forward). Observer A and Observer B began by grouping 

similar patterns together, generating six classification groups. They then presented 

these groups to Observer C in a blind test as to whether they could recognise how the 

images had been categorised. The process was then repeated by Observer A and 

Observer C, generating more classification groups that were tested for viability by 

Observer B. Finally, Observer A made the definitive assessment of which individuals 

fitted each classification, thereby taking responsibility for the groups that were 
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eventually established. Eleven groups were identified after this process, using both the 

crease pattern to define the classifier as well as the pattern that can be interpreted 

from the skin folds associated with the creases. These groups did not include every 

member of the cohort, 158 individuals were successfully classified by this process. 

This was due to some individuals not fitting the descriptions attributed to the 

classification group, it was not possible to categorise the remaining members of the 

cohort into other groups due to the numerous differences that were evident between 

them. Attempt was made to further classify the remaining 99 individuals into more 

classification groups but this proved to be unsuccessful due to the inability for the 

observers to establish any similarities between the pattern types exhibited. 

 

The eleven defined groups were then further tested by the same three observers. 

Observers B and C were presented with each group in turn, and were asked to first 

define the group they had been presented with (provide a classification) and then 

decide if the individuals they had been presented with did in fact fit into the 

classification they had decided. These decisions were made independently; observers 

B and C did not confer over their decisions and so the levels of agreement or 

disagreement established did not involve discussion between the two additional 

observers. It was then possible to analyse the effectiveness of the classification groups 

by determining percentage agreement between the observers and the author, as well as 

percentage agreement between the observers. 
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3.4 RESULTS 

 

This section details the results of the classification development process, along with 

the findings of the inter-observer agreement tests.  

 

3.4.1 Development of classifications 

 

Initially, 11 classification groups were established through the process of examining 

and searching for similar pattern types. Table 9 provides the details of these 

classifications along with descriptions of how they generally manifest within the 

sample along with examples of members for each classification type. 

 

CLASSIFICATION DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE 
1. Yin/yang This pattern type is characterised by 

having two fleshy raised areas that 
relate in a way that creates a 

‘yin/yang’ style pattern. 

 
2. Star This pattern type is characterised by 

the presence of an asterisk-like ‘star-
burst’ in the region of the knuckle 
crease. Presence of such a feature 

means inclusion into this 
classification regardless of how the 
rest of the knuckle crease pattern 

appears. 
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3. Vertical 
crease 

This pattern type is characterised by 
the presence of a vertical crease in 
the knuckle crease region. Presence 

of such a feature means inclusion into 
this classification regardless of how 
the rest of the knuckle crease pattern 

appears. 
 

 
4. Offset/S-

shape 
This pattern type is characterised by 

the arrangement of the most deep 
creases in an offset pattern, the 

resulting fleshy ridge appearing in the 
shape of an ‘S’ or a mirror image of 

this. 
 

 
5. Doughnut This pattern type is characterised by a 

complete fleshy ring, forming a 
‘doughnut’ shape in the region of the 

knuckle crease. 
 

 
6. C This pattern type is characterised by 

the appearance of a raised fleshy ‘C’ 
shape in the region of the knuckle 

crease. It is similar to the ‘doughnut’ 
classification, but does not possess a 

raised, fleshy, lateral border. 
 

 
7. 3 ridges This pattern type is characterised by 

the appearance of three horizontal 
fleshy ridges running medio-laterally 

across the knuckle region. 
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8. 2 ridges This pattern type is characterised by 
the appearance of two horizontal 

fleshy ridges running medio-laterally 
across the knuckle region. 

 

 
9. 1 ridge This pattern type is characterised by 

the appearance of one horizontal 
fleshy ridge running medio-laterally 

across the knuckle region. 
 

 
10. E This pattern type is characterised by 

the appearance of a vertical bar of 
raised flesh on the medial aspect of 

the digit with approximately 3 
creases leading from that vertical bar, 

thereby forming an ‘E’ shape. 
 

 
11. Circle with 

lines 
enclosed 

This pattern type is characterised by 
the appearance of a raised, fleshy ring 

or circle containing any number of 
creases or lines.  

 

 
Table 9. Results of classification development 

 

 

These classifications were the result of the initial processing of the images for this 

section of the study. During this process there was considerable debate and 

disagreement between the examiners over how to group the different pattern types. 

Due to the number of areas where the observers were unable to agree and the 
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difficulty that was found in developing the classifications it was decided that a test of 

the consistency of these classification groups must be carried out. 

 

3.4.2 Consistency testing 

 

Tables 10-20 display the results of testing the consistency of the 11 classification 

groups that were established by the multi-observer method. The first column details 

the subject number assigned to each image and the second column the sex of that 

individual. The third column provides information regarding whether Observer B 

agreed () or disagreed () with Observer A, whether they successfully () 

identified the pattern type that they were presented with and finally the level of 

percentage agreement between Observer A and B. For example in the yin/yang 

classification (table 10) Observer A placed six individuals, of which 5 of these 

Observer B agreed that they fit this classification, therefore making their overall 

percentage agreement 83.33%. Column four provides the same information but for a 

comparison between Observer A and C. The ‘reasons’ columns (five and six) 

demonstrate the opinion of Observers B and C for those individuals they do not agree 

fits into the classification type. It is based on this information that the agreement 

between Observers B and C can be established (column seven). Using the example of 

the yin/yang table, while it is clear that Observers B and C agree on the fact that 

image 090 does not fit this classification, they do not agree on why it does not fit. 

Therefore the percentage agreement value, in column eight, is altered accordingly to 

demonstrate the percentage agreement between Observers B and C taking into 

account their reasons for not agreeing with Observer A. 
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Table 10 shows that the overall percentage agreement is 83.33. When considering the 

admissibility of evidence, if a method is less than 80% accurate it is generally 

accepted that it could be unreliable. Accuracy of greater than or equal to 80% 

suggests that a method could be of forensic value. The ‘yin/yang’ classification did 

meet this level of accuracy when tested between all observers; the agreement between 

A&B, A&C and B&C was 83.33% in each case.  The agreement of the secondary 

observers (B and C) with the primary observer (A) is important as well as the 

agreement between B and C in further promoting the utility of this method. According 

to Observer A the incidence of this pattern within the complete was 6/257 individuals 

(2.33%), and within the classified cohort 6/158 (3.80%). Of the individuals in this 

classification all were male. 

 

 Observer B 
-agreement 

with 
observer A 

Observer C 
-agreement 

with 
observer A 

Reasons Agreement 
(B&C) 

% 
Agreement 
(between 

B&C) 

Observer 
B 

Observer 
C 

Pattern type 
presented 

YIN/YANG    83.33 

Pattern Type 
Identified 

   

Image 
Number 

Sex   

006 M    
090 M   no 

opposite 
swirl 

1 flesh 
pad 

 

157 M      
198 M    
223 M    
242 M    

% Agreement 83.33 83.33  
Table 10. Results of inter-observer consistency testing on "YIN/YANG" classification 
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The ‘Star’ classification presented in table 11 also meets the 80% cut off for forensic 

value, agreement between Observer A&B and B&C is 81.81% while agreement 

between Observers A&C is 90.9%. The incidence of this pattern within the complete 

cohort according to Observer A was 11/257 individuals (4.28%), and within the 

classified cohort 11/158 (6.96%). The sex distribution for this classification type was 

quite even, five females and six males.  

 

 Observer B 
-agreement 

with 
observer A 

Observer C 
-agreement 

with 
observer A 

Reasons Agreement 
(B&C) 

% 
Agreement 
(between 

B&C) 

Observer B Observer C 

Pattern Type 
Presented 

STAR    81.81 

Pattern Type 
Identified 

   

Image 
Number 

Sex   

001 M      
043 M    
046 M      
048 M      
119 F      
135 F      
142 F    
164 M      
188 M      
238 F   Dot not a 

star 
No reason 

given 
 

266 F   Dot not a 
star 

  

% Agreement 81.81 90.9  
Table 11. Results of inter and intra-observer consistency testing on “STAR” classification 
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The percentage agreement values for the ‘Vertical crease’ classification were the 

highest of all the classification groups tested  (table 12), and was the only pattern type 

that achieved 100% agreement between two of the observers (Observers A and B). 

Agreement between Observers A&C and B&C was also high at 87.50%. The 

incidence of this pattern within the complete cohort, according to Observer A was 

3.13% (8/257 individuals) and within the classified cohort 8/158 (5.06%). Two 

individuals in this classification were female, six were male. 

 

 Observer B 
-agreement 

with 
observer A 

Observer C 
-agreement 

with 
observer A 

Reasons Agreement 
(B&C) 

% 
Agreement 
(between 

B&C) 

Observer B Observer C 

Pattern Type 
Presented 

VERTICAL CREASE    87.50 

Pattern Type 
Identified 

   

Image 
Number 

Sex   

016 M      
029 M    
053 F    
068 M    Swirly 

pattern 
 

139 F      
185 M    
206 M      
257 M    

% Agreement 100.00 87.50  
Table 12. Results of inter-observer consistency testing on "VERTICAL CREASE" classification 
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The ‘Offset/S-Shape’ classification group displayed greater than or equal to 50% 

agreement between Observer A&B and A&C, but the agreement between Observers 

B&C did not reach this value and was low at 45% (table 13), out of the 20 individuals 

in this classification, Observers B&C agreed on 9 that fit into this group. The 

incidence of this pattern within the complete cohort, according to Observer A was 

20/257 individuals (7.78%) and within the classified cohort was 20/158 (12.67%). 

Four individuals in this classification group were female, 16 were male. 

 

 Observer B 
-agreement 

with 
observer A 

Observer C 
-agreement 

with 
observer A 

Reasons Agreement 
(B&C) 

% 
Agreement 
(between 

B&C) 

Observer B Observer C 

Pattern Type 
Presented 

OFFSET/S-SHAPE    45.00 

Pattern Type 
Identified 

   

Image 
Number 

Sex   

019 F    Unsure  
063 M   Unsure Unsure  
065 M    C  
074 M   4 main 

lines 
  

085 M   1 ridge Unsure  
122 M      
131 M   No reason 

given 
  

150 M   Curved 
proximal 
and distal 
borders 

Unsure  

154 F    Unsure  
158 M    Unsure  
165 M   2 ridges Unsure  
170 M      
175 M      
178 M      
189 M   Unsure Unsure  

191 M      

195 F      

263 F      

265 M      

270 M    Unsure  
% Agreement 60.00 50.00  

Table 13. Results of inter-observer consistency testing on "OFFSET/S-SHAPE” classification 
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Table 14 illustrates one of the classification groups where the observers (in this case, 

B&C and A&B) displayed 0% agreement.  This is considered to be due to the high 

potential for confusion between other pattern types. While Observer C did agree that 

some of the cohort fitted the classification they examined (42.86% agreement with 

Observer A), they did not successfully identify the classification group being 

examined because they considered so many of the other individuals to belong to other 

classifications. Observer B considered image 050 to fit into the exclusion category, 

suggesting it should not have been included in the cohort. The percentage incidence of 

this classification within the complete cohort, according to Observer A, was 2.72% 

(present in seven out of the 257 members of the cohort) and within the classified 

cohort is 4.43%. One of the individuals in this classification was female, six were 

male. 

 

 Observer B 
-agreement 

with 
observer A 

Observer C 
-agreement 

with 
observer A 

Reasons Agreement % 
Agreement 
(between 

B&C) 

Observer B Observer C 

Pattern Type 
Examined 

Doughnut Doughnut    0 

Pattern Type 
Identified 

  C C, E, 
Doughnut 

 

Image 
Number 

Sex 

 

     

036 M   C   
050 M   Exclude C  
066 M   C   
100 F   Incomplete C  
155 M   C E  
231 M   C   
247 M   C C  

% Agreement 0 42.86  
Table 14. Results of inter-observer consistency testing on "DOUGHNUT" classification 
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It is clear from table 15 that there is a disparity between the percentage agreement 

values for Observers B&C for their agreement with the classification group ‘C’ 

developed by Observer A. While the agreement between Observers A&C does reach 

the 80% value for forensic relevance, the agreement between the other observers does 

not fulfil this criterion. According to Observer A, the incidence of this classification 

within the complete cohort was 12/257 individuals (4.67%) and within the classified 

cohort is 7.59% (12/158). Each member of this classification group was male. 

 

 Observer B 
-agreement 

with 
observer A 

Observer C 
-agreement 

with 
observer A 

Reasons Agreement % 
Agreement 
(between 

B&C) 

Observer B Observer C 

Pattern Type 
Presented 

C    50.00 

Pattern Type 
Identified 

   

Image 
Number 

Sex   

005 M   Too many 
lines 

E  

032 M   E   
073 M   Yin/yang  
094 M   E  
106 M     
120 M   1 ridge  
137 M     
149 M      
170 M    
208 M    
241 M   E   
251 M    E  

% Agreement 50.00 83.33  
Table 15. Results of inter-observer consistency testing on "C" classification 
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The results of testing on the ‘3 ridge’ classification showed an even bigger disparity 

between the percentage agreement between Observer A&B compared with Observer 

A&C (table 16) than the results of testing the ‘C’ classification. There was also a very 

low percentage agreement between Observers B&C. While there was higher 

percentage agreement between Observer A&C, it did not reach the 80% level of 

accuracy required for it to be considered forensically robust. According to Observer 

A, the incidence of this pattern within the complete cohort was 11/257 individuals 

(4.28%) and within the classified cohort was 11/158 (6.97%). There were six females 

and five males in this classification group. 

 

 Observer B 
-agreement 

with 
observer A 

Observer C 
-agreement 

with 
observer A 

Reasons Agreement % 
Agreement 
(between 

B&C) 

Observer B Observer C 

Pattern Type 
Presented 

3 RIDGES    18.18 

Pattern Type 
Identified 

   

Image 
Number 

Sex   

003 F   2 ridges   
054 F   2 ridges   
075 M   2 ridges   
079 F   2 ridges   
096 M   2 ridges   
101 M   2 ridges   
134 M   2 ridges 4 ridges  
144 M      
156 F   2 ridges   
190 F   2 ridges 4 ridges  
196 F   E E  

% Agreement 9.09 72.72  
Table 16. Results of inter-observer consistency testing on "3 RIDGES" classification 
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For the ‘2 ridges’ classification it was found that while Observer C did identify some 

of the individuals as belonging to this group, they did not identify it as the definitive 

classification for all of the individuals (table 17). Observer B did identify the majority 

of individuals as belonging to this classification, but only demonstrates 60% 

agreement with Observer A, suggesting this classification does not meet the level for 

forensic robusticity. The incidence of this classification group, according to Observer 

A, within the complete cohort was 5.84% (15/257) and within the classified cohort 

was 15/158 (9.49%). Four members of this classification group were female, 11 were 

male. 

 

 Observer B 
-agreement 

with 
observer A 

Observer C 
-agreement 

with 
observer A 

Reasons Agreement % 
Agreement 
(between 

B&C) 

Observer B Observer C 

Pattern Type 
Presented 

2 ridges    53.33 

Pattern Type 
Identified 

   

Image 
Number 

Sex   

012 M   E C  
023 F      
034 M   E   
042 M      
052 M    E  
082 M    C  
099 M      
129 M      
133 F    1 ridge  
140 M   Circle with 

lines 
enclosed 

1 ridge  

146 M   E E  
180 M    1 ridge  
224 M   E E  
230 F   E C  

269 F     
% Agreement 60.00 46.67  

Table 17. Results of inter-observer consistency testing on "2 RIDGES" classification 
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The ‘1 ridge’ classification showed very limited percentage agreement between 

Observer C and the other observers, 9.09% (table 18). There was high percentage 

agreement between Observers A&B, 90.91%. Observer C identified four members of 

the classification group as belonging to the ‘E’ classification and three as belonging to 

the ‘C’ classification. This suggests they could not identify one definitive 

classification, implying that there might be a degree of overlap between these 

classification groups in terms of how they are interpreted by different observers. 

According to Observer A, the incidence of this pattern type within the complete 

cohort was 11/257 individuals (4.30%) and within the classified cohort was 11/158 

(6.96%). One individual in this classification group was female, the remaining 10 

were male. 

 

 Observer B 
-agreement 

with 
observer A 

Observer C 
-agreement 

with 
observer A 

Reasons Agreement % 
Agreement 
(between 

B&C) 

Observer B Observer C 

Pattern Type 
Presented 

1 RIDGE    9.09 
 
 Pattern Type 

Identified 
   

Image 
Number 

Sex   

013 M    C  
027 M    Don’t 

know 
 

028 M      
087 M    Arch  
124 M    E  
132 M    E  
173 M   Unsure C  
179 F    Don’t 

know 
 

194 M    C  
232 M    E  
248 M    E  

% Agreement 90.91 9.09  

Table 18. Results of inter-observer consistency testing on "1 RIDGE" classification 
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The results of inter-observer consistency testing on the ‘E’ classification group 

showed quite similar levels of percentage agreement between the observers. Only 

agreement between Observers A&B reaches the necessary 80% cut off for forensic 

robusticity, but the agreement between the other observers was not much lower, 

77.42% between A&C and 70.97% between B&C (table 19). There was a total of 31 

individuals considered to belong to this classification (according to Observer A’s 

assessment). This equates to 12.06% of the total sample used for this analysis and was 

the largest number of individuals that was classified into one group. This is 19.62% of 

the classified cohort (31/158).  Nine of the individuals in this classification group 

were female, the remaining 22 were male. 
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 Observer B 
-agreement 

with 
observer A 

Observer C 
-agreement 

with 
observer A 

Reasons Agreement % 
Agreement 
(between 

B&C) 

Observer B Observer C 

Pattern Type 
Presented 

E    70.97 
 

 Pattern Type 
Identified 

   

Image 
Number 

Sex   

008 M      
009 F   Incomplete 4 ridges  
011 M      
017 M      
022 M   Incomplete   
030 F      
031 M    4 ridges  
038 F      
047 M   Yin/yang   
069 M    4 ridges  
077 M      
102 M      
113 M      
118 M      
126 F      
141 M   Swirl   
148 M      
153 M      
163 F      
169 M      
176 F      
183 F    4 ridges  
184 M      
203 M      
212 M      
215 M      
237 M    Distal fold 

covers top 
 

245 F    Overlapped 
ridges 

 

258 M      
267 M    4 ridges  
271 F      

% Agreement 83.87 77.42  

Table 19. Results of inter-observer consistency testing on 'E' classification 
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The ‘circle with lines enclosed’ group represents a classification with the potential for 

confusion with other groups (table 20). Observer C exemplifies this confusion by 

providing an alternative classification (incomplete circular outline) for the majority 

cohort presented here. This implies that how classification of the pattern type is very 

much open to personal interpretation. There is a high level of percentage agreement 

between Observers A&B, 84.62% which is of forensic value. However there is 0% 

agreement between Observer A&C, and B&C suggesting that this classification may 

not be of forensic value (table 20). According to Observer A, the incidence of this 

pattern within the complete cohort was 26/257 individuals, 10.12% and within the 

classified cohort was 14.46% (26/158). Four individuals in this classification group 

were female, the remaining 22 were male. 
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 Observer B 
-agreement 

with 
observer A 

Observer C 
-agreement 

with 
observer A 

Reasons Agreement % 
Agreement 
(between 

B&C) 

Observer 
A 

Observer  
B 

Pattern Type 
Presented 

CIRCLE WITH LINES 
ENCLOSED 

   0.00 

Pattern Type 
Identified 

   

Image 
Number 

Sex   

035 M    Incomplete 
circular 
outline 
(ICO)

 

040 M    ICO  
057 M    ICO  
058 M    ICO  
060 F    ICO  
080 M    ICO  
089 F    ICO  
092 M    ICO  
093 M    ICO  
097 M    ICO  
112 M    ICO  
117 M    Don’t 

know 
 

121 M    ICO  
127 F   1 ridge Don’t 

know 
 

147 M    ICO  

166 M   ICO ICO  
187 M    ICO  
197 M    Doughnut  
209 M    ICO  
211 M   No lower 

border 
ICO  

213 M   No distal 
border 

E  

221 M    ICO  
227 M    ICO  
229 M    ICO  
255 M    Don’t 

know 
 

256 F    ICO  
% Agreement 84.62 0.00  

Table 20. Results of inter-observer consistency testing on "CIRCLE WITH LINES ENCLOSED" 
classification 

 

Figures 9-12 illustrate the complete set of results that were established by the inter-

observer consistency testing of the classification method.  The broken red line marks 

the 80% cut-off for forensic value. Classifications are numbered according to the 11 

that are illustrated in table 9 (section 3.4.1). Specifically, figure 12 demonstrates how 
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the percentage agreement differs between the observers for each classification group. 

It is clear that there was high percentage agreement on classifications like ‘yin/yang’, 

‘vertical crease’ and ‘star’ whereas classifications such as the ‘doughnut’ and each of 

the ‘ridges’ classifications failed to display high percentage agreement and, in some 

cases, no agreement at all. 

 

 
Figure 9. Bar graph showing percentage agreement between Observers A and B on classification group 

 

 

 
Figure 10. Bar graph showing % agreement between Observer A and C on classification group 
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Figure 11. Bar graph showing % agreement between Observers B and C on individual classification 

 

 
Figure 12. Bar graph combining results of inter-observer consistency testing on classification groups 

 

It can be seen from figure 12 that the first three classifications (yin/yang, vertical 

crease and star) all achieve greater than 80% agreement between all three observers. 

This value is considered to be the standard for determining the potential forensic 

robustness of a feature. Therefore yin/yang, vertical crease and star could be of use as 

classification types and would be suitable for further investigation. 
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3.5 DISCUSSION 

 

The aim of this primary phase of research was to group individuals from the sample 

population into different classifications, in a similar manner to the way in which 

fingerprint patterns are assigned into level 1 classification groups (table 3, section 

2.3.1). This was based on the hypothesis that a pattern clearly does exist and its 

development is influenced by both the genetic component of the underlying joint 

development and the functional and environmental variation associated with the 

region.  

 

Method 

Classification proved to be complicated and observer agreement was difficult to 

secure. The large number of individuals in the cohort initially made it difficult to 

examine the entire sample in an effective manner. The method of simply viewing the 

images on a computer screen using Photoshop® was not deemed suitable for grouping 

of the perceived pattern types. The evaluation process was improved by cropping the 

index finger from the image and printing them. Hard copies proved to be a more 

suitable medium to manipulate and examine on a broad scale. It also made it possible 

for multiple observers to examine the entire cohort at once, thus enabling 

interpretation of the pattern types that could be observed.  

 

Potential for overlap 

Eleven classifications were established through this process of examining and 

searching for similar pattern types. It is clear from the descriptions of these 

classifications that there is the potential for overlap, or confusion between some of the 
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pattern types described, for example ‘doughnut’ and ‘C’ shape. Figure 13 provides a 

graphical interpretation of the overlap that is possible between the perceived pattern 

types. 

 
Figure 13. Overlap between classification groups 

 

This clearly shows that the ‘star’ and ‘vertical line’ classifications do not demonstrate 

the potential for overlap with the other classification groups. However, it could be 

indicated that there is the potential for confusion between the ‘star’ and ‘vertical line’ 

pattern types, as they both exhibit a vertical line feature and the additional lines 

forming the star pattern might not be observed as clearly by all observers. In this 

cohort, there was not found to be any confusion between these two classifications, but 

they do have the potential for confusion, perhaps by additional observers within a new 

cohort. Overlapping groups indicate the possibility of confusion when assigning 

unclassified individuals into the groups. Testing the error associated with assigning 

and interpreting group membership gave some indication of the efficacy of this 

classification system. Intra-observer error was not carried out due to the primary 

observers’ (Observer A) ability to recognise the individuals that belong to specific 
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groups during the classification process. This detailed knowledge of the sample would 

have made a test for intra-observer consistency biased and therefore not reliable. The 

incidence of individuals with a ‘star’ and ‘vertical line’ classification was 4.28% and 

3.13% respectively. This could make them useful for identification purposes as both 

are relatively uncommon and showed a high degree of recognition (percentage 

agreement above 80%) across observers. 

 

Consistency Testing 

It is clear from the results of the inter-observer consistency tests that there is a high 

degree of subjectivity associated with the classification groups that were established. 

Observer C exemplifies the potential for overlap between the classifications by being 

unable to definitively assign one specific classification to a cohort (tables 15, 18 and 

19), but instead arranges the cohort into several smaller groups that have 

classifications with a high potential for overlap (figure 13). This suggests that the 

observer was more cautious about establishing a clear classification. The agreement 

between the two additional observers was also established, allowing further 

investigation into the level of agreement these classifications exhibit between 

different observers. It was also established whether Observers B and C would agree 

upon a classification for those individuals that they did not agree on classification 

type with Observer A. It is interesting to note that in the majority of cases, where 

Observer B and C both disagreed with Observer A they also disagreed with each other 

on how to classify the pattern type they were examining, for example in table 14 the 

results of testing the ‘doughnut’ classification show that neither Observer B or C 

identified the group as the ‘doughnut’, Observer B decided it was the ‘C’ 
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classification and Observer ‘C’ concluded there was no definitive group, citing  that it 

exhibited members of the  ‘C’, ‘E’ and ‘doughnut’ classifications. 

 

It is clear that in many cases, the agreement between each additional observer and 

Observer A is lower than the desired 80% for forensic value. Furthermore the 

agreement between the two additional observers is also low, though they may agree 

on not placing an individual into a classification group, their reasons for not agreeing 

may differ and therefore when examined in detail the level of their agreement is even 

lower. It is important to consider the value for percentage agreement between each 

additional observer and Observer A.  

 

There are some discrete features that, when used as top-level classifiers, do 

demonstrate high levels of percentage agreement between observers (‘star’ and 

‘vertical crease’). Those individuals that exhibit these top-level classifying features 

are also limited in number suggesting that they could be highly discriminatory. If 

everyone had the same classification then classifications would have no value. 

However, pattern consistency is dependent on number of individuals in the group and 

this could be a problem because disagreement over one individual greatly reduces the 

percentage agreement value for the small group whereas disagreeing over one 

individual in a larger group does not affect the percentage agreement value to the 

same extent. Therefore while these classifications exhibit high levels of percentage 

agreement between different observers there are potential limitations due to the small 

number of individuals within the classification group. There is also the possibility that 

those classifications that include a larger number of individuals with lower levels of 

percentage agreement may also have value. For example, the ‘E’ classification 
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demonstrates the largest number of individuals in one classification group. It 

encompasses the largest percentage of the cohort, indicating that it may be of some 

value as a top-level classifier but its potential to discriminate is lower than those 

classifications that only manifest in a smaller number of individuals. It also comes 

close to reaching 80% agreement between all observers; it does not exhibit less than 

70% agreement (figure 12). This suggests it could be of potential use as a 

classification.  

 

The classifications developed in this study accounted for 158 individuals in the cohort 

of 257 (originally 272, but 15 were excluded on the basis of damage to the knuckle 

region). This is 61.48% of the sample, and left 99 individuals unclassified, over one 

third. Those classifications that demonstrate the higher levels of percentage agreement 

between observers’ represent 9.74% of the complete cohort and 15.82% of the 

classified cohort. This is a small proportion of the population and suggests it may 

have limited application potential. 

 

Both the ‘vertical crease’ and ‘star’ classifications utilise aspects of the creases in the 

region of the interphalangeal joint as definition of the pattern and are relatively 

discrete features (representing one small aspect of the overall pattern). However, the 

‘yin/yang pattern’, as with the majority of the rest of the classifications is defined by 

the interpretation of the skin folds, or ridges associated with the creases in the region. 

‘Circle with lines enclosed’ and the ‘off-set/s-shape’ patterns are defined by a 

combination of the crease and ridge interpretation. This indicates that for the purpose 

of classification, it is the ridges that the observer is interpreting for the basis of 

naming the pattern type. The crease and the skin fold are inextricably related. The 
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crease is perceived as the line between two folds. Based on repeated observations of 

the cohort, the creases run horizontally across the joint region, with the exception 

being those individuals that fall into the ‘vertical crease’ classification.  This 

classification does not indicate that all creases are vertical, but simply the presence of 

at least one vertical crease. In contrast to this, the ridges can take the appearance of 

circles, lines and swirls (evident in the ‘yin/yang’ classification).  

 

The lack of classification (exemplified by the inability to assign the complete cohort 

into classification groups) indicates the complexity of the patterns formed by the 

creases and ridges. With fingerprint classifications, three features are used as top level 

classifiers; arches, loops and whorls. These represent discrete structures in the region 

of the epidermal ridge pattern. It is clear that discrete features e.g. ‘vertical lines’ and 

‘stars’ are of similar value in classification of the knuckle crease pattern. However, it 

is not possible to assign all individuals to these discrete groups. It can be hypothesised 

that the complexity of the knuckle crease is greater than the pattern of the epidermal 

ridges. This could be due to the differential nature of their development and function. 

The complexity of the pattern is also important in the identification of the pattern. If 

there are several key features that must be identified i.e. a more complex pattern, it 

may be potentially easier to identify, though it is possible to argue that with more 

information there is the added potential for confusion so a complex pattern may be a 

limitation to identification. 

 

Sexual Dimorphism in the Crease Pattern 

Though not a primary aim of this research, it was possible to make some observations 

as to the level of sexual dimorphism, exhibited by the sample population used in this 
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study, in the region of the proximal interphalangeal knuckle crease pattern. Of the 63 

females in the cohort, 36 were classified into the 11 groups established (equating to 

57.14%). This left 27 females unclassified (42.86%). There were 122 (or 62.89% of) 

males classified, leaving 72 (37.11%) unclassified of the total 194 (after exclusions). 

These values do not indicate a very high level of sexual dimorphism in terms of the 

ability to classify male or female patterns. When the individual classifications are 

considered it is clear that aside from the ‘star’ and ‘3 ridges’ classifications, where the 

number of males and females in each is approximately equal, there is a higher number 

of males in each classification group. This could indicate that these classifications are 

more likely to be found on males; however it is more likely that this discrepancy can 

be attributed to the small number of females in the cohort making it more likely to 

assign a male individual to a classification than a female. Therefore there is no 

evidence from this study to indicate that sexual dimorphism is exhibited in knuckle 

crease patterns. 

 

Utility as a biometric trait 

The dorsal knuckle crease pattern has advantages and disadvantages as a biometric 

trait, when referring to the criteria outline by Clarke (1994) they can be assessed as 

follows: 

 They are present on all individuals (except those with congenital abnormalities 

that would have individuating potential of their own)  

 They appear to differ between individuals, though some can be grouped 

according to similar pattern types 

 They persist throughout life, though investigations must be made as to the 

effect of age and other factors on the stability of the crease pattern 
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 It is easy to collect images of the knuckle crease in a standardised and simple 

manner 

 Acquiring the images of the knuckle crease is also non-invasive, and therefore 

should be generally well accepted 

 Potential for circumvention of the trait would require further testing. It is 

arguably difficult to replicate or imitate. 

 

Knuckle crease patterns have the potential for use as a biometric trait for verification 

of identity. This study has shown there are some classifications that can be used for 

the purposes of distinguishing between individuals, while also highlighting the 

potential for confusion between classifications due to the high level of subjectivity 

associated with the method. 

 

3.6 CONCLUSIONS 

 

Following testing of the 11 classifications that were developed it was established that 

there was a definitively high level of inter-subject variation, such that the 

classifications were deemed too subjective and therefore not reliable for use as a tool 

for categorising the dorsal knuckle crease pattern. While some classifications, such as 

the ‘vertical crease’, demonstrated higher percentage agreements between observers, 

they may be of some use when applying top-level classifications to the knuckle crease 

pattern.  
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Those classifications that reached the 80% accuracy level (for agreement between all 

observer configurations) for forensic utility are ‘vertical crease’, ‘yin/yang’ and ‘star’. 

The ‘vertical crease’ and ‘star’ classifications both utilise a discrete feature within the 

pattern of the knuckle crease for classification of the pattern type, whereas the 

‘yin/yang’ classification is an interpretation of the complete pattern in this region. 

There are also those classifications, for example ‘E’ that include a large number of 

individuals in the group (as assigned by Observer A) therefore encompassing more of 

the cohort, but do not demonstrate high levels of percentage agreement compared 

with those classifications that utilise more discrete features and are evident in fewer 

individuals.  

 

It is proposed that these classifications may also be of value when assigning top-level 

classifiers to the knuckle crease pattern. Therefore it is concluded that ‘vertical 

crease’, ‘star’, ‘yin/yang’ and ‘E’ groups may be of use in classifying the pattern in 

this region. Classification was attempted in order to develop ways of grouping the 

patterns exhibited in this region in order to refine the process of identification. 

Through isolating small groups of individuals into pattern types they can then by 

further examined for additional details (in a similar manner to the fingerprint analysis 

method) that are individuating.  Caution is recommended at this stage, as further 

testing of these more successful classifications is required before they can be 

consistently utilised. Fundamentally the outcome of this investigation is that knuckle 

crease patterns do not appear to be amenable to classification. 
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3.7 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

 

It is proposed that future research should focus on further testing of the applicability 

of those classifications that represent high levels of percentage agreement between 

individuals. Ideally, classifications should represent well defined features that are not 

common between individuals. Further tests should be performed upon a new data set, 

to investigate if those patterns can be identified in a new cohort. Testing the 

applicability of the classifications on a new cohort would also provide an insight into 

the utility of the classifications that have been developed, for wider application. This 

new cohort would ideally represent equal numbers of males and females to establish if 

there is any sexual dimorphism in the crease pattern. It would also be important to 

investigate the effect of different skin tones on the appearance of the crease pattern. 

Therefore including a variety of individuals from different ethnicities in the new 

cohort would provide further insight into the utility of classifying the dorsal knuckle 

crease pattern. 

 

 It is also important to establish whether additional observers can identify and 

interpret the same patterns that have been consistently identified by the observers in 

this study. This will provide more evidence for the viability of these classifications, 

and their potential for use in cases of human identification.  

The use of more sophisticated visualisation software for assessing the patterns would 

be recommended for future research, to reduce the potential error associated with the 

use of hard copies of the images. It is also proposed that qualitative visual analysis for 

the purposes of high level classification is not viable. Therefore knuckle creases may 
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only prove to be of value in relation to detail rather than the overall pattern that is 

presented in the region.  
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4. TRACING REPEATABLITY STUDY 

 

This chapter details the investigation into the repeatability and reliability of the 

tracing method employed to interpret the crease pattern in the region of the dorsal 

knuckle crease pattern of the PIP joint.  The materials and methods are explained 

prior to presentation of the results. Discussion is then made of the results of this study 

as well as potential issues with the method. Conclusions are drawn from this and 

recommendations are made for future research. 

 

4.1 MATERIALS 

 

A randomly selected sub-sample of individuals was established to carry out the intra 

and inter-observer repeatability studies to test the viability of the crease pattern for 

repeatability and reliability of the tracing method. This sub-sample comprised 16 

individuals, of equal males and females, selected (using Excel) from the complete 

cohort that was used for the classification study (table 21).  

 

SEX NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS 
Male 8 

Female 8 
Total 16 

Table 21. Repeatability study sample information 
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4.2 ETHICAL APPROVAL 

 

The materials for this study are derived from the same sample as the materials utilised 

in the classification study. It was therefore covered by the ethics explained in section 

3.2 and as a result, additional ethical approval was not necessary. 

 

4.3 METHODS 

 

This investigation aimed to address the level of reliability associated with the tracing 

method used to determine the crease pattern. To be considered viable, a technique 

must be repeatable both by an individual observer and by multiple additional 

observers. It is important that both intra and inter-observer consistency studies are 

carried out to determine the applicability of the technique for admissibility purposes. 

 

Tracing and Coding Methods 

The method for tracing the crease pattern was developed based on a previously 

established method for tracing superficial vein patterns in the hand. It used 

Photoshop© as the platform for image analysis. This software is well established for 

visualising images and for image enhancement. After opening the image in the 

software package, two new layers were created (analogous to placing a sheet of 

tracing paper over an image). This makes it possible to apply a trace to the image 

without modifying the background image. These layers were labelled according to the 

depth of crease being traced, a deep or faint crease.  
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At this initial stage of investigation it was hypothesised that deep creases were more 

likely to occur in the central region of the crease pattern, and be the ones that 

persisted as the joint is flexed. Conversely, it was hypothesised that faint creases were 

more likely to be seen in the periphery of the crease pattern or be small but associated 

with the deeper central creases and as a result not persist as the joint is flexed. These 

observations were based on examination of the total cohort while the classification 

groups were being developed. This description was used for highlighting the 

differences in the crease depth to the other observers used in the inter-observer 

consistency study. 

 

Tracing begins by defining those creases that fall into the ‘Deep Crease’ category. 

This was completed by selecting the layer labelled ‘Deep Creases’ and then using the 

paint tool (at pixel size 1) in Photoshop© to draw over the creases in the region of the 

PIP joint. Drawing of the crease requires the use of a graphics tablet and stylus (in this 

case a Wacom© Intuos Tablet). Once complete, this process is then repeated for the 

faint creases, with the ‘Deep Crease’ layer still visible to avoid tracing the same 

crease twice but as a different crease type. For clarity, contrasting colours were 

selected for the different crease types. Figure 14 provides an example of how an 

image looks before and after application of this method. 
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Figure 14. Before image: depicting the crease region prior to tracing. After image: depicting traced crease region 
BLACK for deep creases and YELLOW for faint creases 

 

To examine the areas of agreement between the repeat traces a system of coding the 

features was implemented. This coding system was based on the system used to code 

traces of vein patterns on the dorsum of the hand. The method for vein pattern coding 

uses upper case letters to denote lines (the start and end points), lower case letters 

define branches from lines, numbers mark intersections between lines and lower case 

Greek letters mark islands (where lines have formed an enclosed and isolated area 

within the pattern). This system was modified slightly for coding the knuckle crease 

pattern traces (table 22). It was deemed unsuitable to mark the start and end point of a 

crease line, and so one upper case letter simply marks the whole line. This was 

because veins were considered to have clearer anatomically perceived start and end 

points, whereas the start and end points of creases are determined based on the degree 

of flexion in the joint, and on the perception of the crease by the individual tracing the 
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image. The rest of the coding system followed that of the vein pattern method 

(Meadows, 2012). 

 

FEATURE CODE FEATURE 
Upper case letter e.g. A Line 
Lower case letter e.g. a Branch 

Number e.g. 1 Intersection 
Lower case Greek letter e.g.  Island 

Table 22. System of coding the features in the traced crease pattern 

 

The code is also applied to a much smaller image area and the system of using start 

and end point for a pattern that exhibits many more lines than a vein pattern was 

simply not appropriate (figure 15). 

 

 

Figure 15. Example of labelled trace 

 

 A system was also developed to record the depth of the crease that had been traced in 

each repeat (table 23).  
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DEPTH CODE DEPTH OF CREASE TYPE PRESENT 
0 None 
1 Deep crease 
2 Faint crease 

1/2 Mixture of deep and faint crease 
Table 23. System for recording crease depth  

 

Using this system, percentage agreement was determined primarily based upon 

present of absence of a crease, regardless of the crease type. For example, if in one 

repeat the observer had recorded the crease as a ‘2’ i.e. a faint crease, and in another 

as a ‘1’  (a deep crease) or a ‘1/2’ (a crease with deep and faint parts) this would be 

de-coded to a ‘1’ that is used to signify presence of any crease. De-coded was 

considered necessary due to the subjective nature of crease depth interpretation.  

 

4.3.1 Intra-observer Repeatability Testing 

 

To test for intra-observer variation in the tracing method, each individual image from 

the sub-sample group was traced six times using the method detailed previously.  Six 

was considered to be the most efficient number of repeats, taking into consideration 

the time available. At least 24 hours was left between each repeat trace, to reduce bias 

(attempting to reduce the potential for the observer to become over-familiar with the 

images in the sample). Each image was traced by Observer E. 

 

The feature coding system allows for recording of the features that were traced in 

each repeat image. This made it possible to establish the percentage agreement 

between the repeats. Percentage agreement values were assessed based on how many 

of the six traces each feature was detected. This meant that a score out of six was 

assigned. Following completion of the assessment of all six traces for each image, 
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features that achieved a score of five or more out of six were deemed to be 

consistently ‘present’ and therefore a suitable representation of the knuckle crease 

pattern. It was decided that features that did not recur five or more times were not to 

be included in subsequent analysis as it was considered that their detection was too 

variable. As a result those features which recurred in five or more images achieved as 

‘pass’ whereas those that were traced in four or fewer of the repeats would ‘fail’ 

(table 24). 

 

SCORE /6 % AGREEMENT PASS/FAIL 
1 16.67 Fail 
2 33.33 Fail 
3 50.00 Fail 
4 66.67 Fail 
5 83.33 Pass 
6 100.00 Pass 

Table 24. Percentage agreement threshold pass/fail system 

 

This process was based upon previous work of a similar nature concerning vein 

pattern analysis (Meadows, 2012). Initially one and two-way ANOVAs were 

performed on all features that were traced across the repeats, regardless of whether the 

feature passed or failed. Those features that did not demonstrate greater than 80% 

agreement between the repeat traces were deemed to be less stable and so analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) was also performed on this reduced data set.  

 

These results of assessing the percentage agreement between repeat traces were then 

subjected to one and two-way ANOVAs (using SigmaPlot© 12.0) to investigate the 

repeatability of tracing the crease pattern and whether there was a significant 

difference in the observers’ ability to repeat trace the pattern. One-way ANOVAs 

were used to test whether there was a significant difference between the male and 
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female traces and the percentage agreement values obtained between the repeats. 

Two-way ANOVA was used to determine if there was a significant difference in the 

repeatability of the method when tracing male and female crease patterns, and also if 

there was a significant difference in the observers ability to trace lines, branches, 

intersections and islands as well as the total number of features that were traced. 

 

4.3.2 Inter-observer Repeatability Testing 

 

Inter-subject variation was also tested. This test utilised the same sub-sample as the 

intra-observer error test. Three additional observers were used for the investigation 

and the traces completed by observer E served as the basis for comparison because 

they were considered to have the most experience in tracing images of the knuckle 

crease pattern. Observer F was considered to have equal anatomical training and 

experience in image comparison of this type to Observer E. Observer G had the same 

anatomical background as Observer E, but no experience of image comparison and 

Observer H was considered to be a novice in both anatomy and experience of image 

comparison.  

 

It was hypothesised that Observer F would show high levels of percentage agreement 

with Observer E, whereas Observers G and H would show increasingly lower levels 

of percentage agreement according to their relative levels of training. Therefore an 

increased level of training would increase percentage agreement with Observer E. In 

order to test this hypothesis, each observer was instructed to trace each image in the 

sub-sample once, using the tracing method detailed previously.  
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Each observer received the same detailed list of instructions as to how to carry out the 

traces (see Appendices B-E for details). The traces completed by the additional 

observers were then compared to the ‘optimum’ trace from the intra-observer repeat 

traces. This optimum trace was selected based on which trace included the greatest 

number of features that achieved between 80 and 100% agreement between the 

repeats for each image. By selecting the trace with the largest feature count (of those 

features that were the most stable), it gives observer F, G and H the greatest chance to 

agree with observer E. In hindsight, this method served to manipulate the data prior to 

experimentation, and so in future this would be modified by randomly selecting the 

baseline comparison trace, not identifying the trace with the greatest feature count. 

 

4.4 RESULTS  

4.4.1 Intra-observer Repeatability Testing 

 

ANOVAs were performed on all features that were traced across the repeats 

completed by Observer E. Those features that did not demonstrate greater than 80% 

agreement between the repeat traces were deemed to be less stable (80% marks the 

standard level of forensic robustness) and were subsequently excluded and additional 

analysis of variance were also performed on this reduced data set. 
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ANALYSIS OF ALL FEATURES REGARDLESS OF % AGREEMENT 

 

Two-way ANOVA results 

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests were run on the data acquired from the intra-

observer error study. These analyses included all features regardless of the level of 

percentage agreement between the repeat traces. A two-way analysis of variance test 

was performed to determine the effect of sex and feature type on the percentage 

agreement levels between repeat traces. The results of this demonstrated that the 

difference in the mean values between the males and females (the sex of the 

individual in the image) was not great enough to exclude the possibility that the 

difference is simply due to random sampling variability after allowing for the effects 

of differences in feature, there is not a statistically significant difference (p=0.770). 

However, it was found that the difference in the mean values between the different 

feature types was greater than would be expected by chance after allowing for the 

effects of differences between the sexes. There is a very highly significant difference 

(p=<0.001). Figure 16 and table 25 represent the different mean values for each 

feature. When testing for the interaction between the two factors (sex and feature) it 

was found that there was no statistically significant interaction (p=0.780). 

 

 
FEATURE MEAN 

Line 68.571 
Branch 44.959 

Intersection 49.974 
Island 32.985 

Table 25. Mean percentage agreement values for feature 
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Figure 16. Bar graph showing mean percentage agreement values for all features 

 

 

The two-way ANOVA showed that Observer E was significantly better at tracing 

lines in comparison to islands (p=<0.001), branches (p=<0.001) and intersections 

(p=0.004). It also showed that there was a very highly significant difference in the 

percentage agreement values for intersections over islands, p=0.009, a highly 

significant difference. There was no significant difference detected in the repeatability 

of branches versus islands and intersections versus branches (table 26). 

 

COMPARISON pVALUE SIGNIFICANCE? 
Line vs. Island <0.001 Yes 

Intersection vs. Island 0.009 Yes 
Line vs. Branch <0.001 Yes 

Intersection vs. Branch 0.353 No 
Branch vs. Island 0.064 No 

Line vs. Intersection 0.004 Yes 
Table 26. Comparison of mean percentage agreement levels between repeat traces for each feature 
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One-way ANOVA results 

One-way analysis of variance tests were performed on the complete data set. It 

showed that there was no significant difference between sex and percentage 

agreement of the total features, lines, branches, islands and intersections as well as 

total feature count and sex (table 27).  

 

DEPENDENT VARIABLE p VALUE 
% Agreement line 0.400 

% Agreement branch 0.319 
% Agreement intersection 0.762 

% Agreement island 0.754 
% Agreement total features 0.484 

Total feature count 0.504 
Table 27. Results of one-way ANOVA tests on each feature type 

 

As the data set did not exclude any of the lower percentage agreement values, it meant 

that there were complete sets of values for each feature type and so it was possible to 

execute ANOVAs for each feature type. It is important to note that these results must 

be interpreted with caution as they failed to obtain the optimum standard statistical 

power of 0.8. The power of a statistical test is the probability that the test will reject 

the null hypothesis when the null hypothesis is false, in this case detecting a 

significant difference where there is none. It is also important to clarify that this value 

of 0.8 is not the same as the 80% value for forensic relevance, the two are not related. 

The power value is automatically calculated by the software package SigmaPlot© 

12.0, and provides a statement as to whether the power value obtained is above or 

below the optimum value of 0.8. The low power values found in these ANOVAs are 

likely to be due to the small sample size available for analysis. It is proposed that for 

future research, larger sample sizes are used, where more time and resources are 

available. 
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ANALYSIS OF FEATURES THAT REACH 80% OR MORE AGREEMENT  

 

Two-way ANOVA results 

Analysis of variance tests were also performed on the dataset that excluded those 

features exhibiting less than 80% agreement between repeat traces (traced in less than 

five out of six of the repeats). A two-way ANOVA was used to test the data for a 

significant difference in the percentage agreement in relation to two treatment groups; 

sex and feature type. The findings showed that there is a statistically significant 

interaction between sex and feature present, with a p value of 0.007. There is also a 

significant difference between the percentage agreement values for males and females 

(p=0.03) and a highly significant difference (p=0.008) in the percentage agreement 

values for the different feature types. Figure 17 and table 28 gives details of the 

differences in the mean % agreement values for the different feature types. 

 

FEATURE MEAN 
Line 97.493 

Branch 92.451 
Intersection 95.675 

Island 91.665 
Table 28. Mean percentage agreement values for feature 
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Figure 17. Bar graph showing mean percentage agreement values for all features 

 

However, when examining the results in more detail it is clear that there is only a 

significant difference between males and females in the percentage agreement values 

for island features (figure 18). A p value of 0.002 indicates that the observer is better 

at tracing islands in females than in males. This can be explained by the fact that only 

three images achieved a greater than 80% agreement for island features; two of these 

images are female and one is male. For line, branch and intersection features, there is 

no significant difference (p=0.723; p=0.413; p=0.127 respectively) between males 

and females. All images in the intra-observer error study sample group achieved a 

greater than 80% agreement for lines, only one image from the sample did not achieve 

this value for branches and three images did not for the intersections feature type.   
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Figure 18. Bar graph showing mean percentage agreement values according to sex for each feature 
type, includes p values. 

 

When comparing the observer’s ability to trace the different features in images 

depicting male and female crease patterns, the results of the ANOVA demonstrated 

that there was no significant difference in the observer’s ability to trace any of the 

different feature types in females (table 29).  

 

COMPARISON p VALUE SIGNIFICANCE? 
Island vs. Branch 0.253 No 

Island vs. Intersection 0311 No 
Line vs. Branch 0.262 No 

Line vs. Intersection 0.357 No 
Island vs. Line 0.619 No 

Intersection vs. Branch 0.789 No 
Table 29. Comparisons for features within female images 

 

In the male images there was no significant difference in the observer’s ability to trace 

branches versus islands or lines versus intersections, but there was a significant 

difference in their ability to trace the other permutations of the feature types (table 

30).   
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COMPARISON p VALUE SIGNIFICANCE? 
Line vs. Island 0.011 Yes 

Intersection vs. Island 0.014 Yes 
Line vs. Branch 0.021 Yes 

Intersection vs. Branch 0.041 Yes 
Branch vs. Island 0.133 No 

Line vs. Intersection 0.859 No 
Table 30. Comparisons for features within male images 

 

There is a significant difference in Observer E’s ability to trace lines versus islands 

and lines versus branches, suggesting that lines are easier to detect repeatedly. There 

is also a significant difference in the observers’ ability to trace intersections over 

islands and intersections compared with branches. This indicates that intersections are 

also more consistently traced than branches.   

 

One-way ANOVA results 

One-way analysis of variance tests were performed to determine if there was a 

significant difference between males and females in the percentage agreement levels 

between the repeat traces. It was found that for the average percentage agreement 

values for lines, branches, intersections and total features that the differences between 

the mean values among the treatment groups (male and female) were not great enough 

to exclude the possibility that the difference is due to random sampling variability; 

therefore there is not a statistically significant difference. This result was also found 

for the average total feature count between males and females (table 31). 

 

DEPENDENT VARIABLE p VALUE 
% Agreement line 0.400 

% Agreement branch 0.566 
% Agreement intersection 0.137 

% Agreement total features 0.489 
Total feature count 0.573 

Table 31. Results of one way ANOVA tests on each feature type 
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It is important to acknowledge that the power tests for these ANOVAs provided 

values below the desired number of 0.8. Therefore the results must be interpreted with 

caution. It is possible that this low power value was due to the small sample size used 

in this study. It was not possible to perform a one-way ANOVA on the percentage 

agreement values for the island feature. This was due to this feature only being 

detected (with the required level of accuracy) in three of the images in the sample for 

the error study. As a result there was too much missing data to execute the test. 

 

4.4.2 Inter-observer Repeatability Testing 

 

A test for inter-observer repeatability was carried out to determine the repeatability of 

the method across different observers. The results of this test will give some 

indication of the level of training and expertise required to execute this method 

effectively. By using four observers in total it was possible to examine the percentage 

agreement between Observer E and each of Observers F, G and H in turn. The 

percentage agreement values were then tested to determine if there was a significant 

difference according to sex of the subject in the image being traced, the observer 

carrying out the trace, and the type of feature that was recorded.  

 

Three-way ANOVA results 

Initially a three-way analysis of variance was completed to test for the effect of sex, 

feature type and observer on the percentage agreement between the traces. The results 

demonstrated that there was no statistically significant difference between the 

percentage agreement values between the sexes (p=0.613). It was also found that there 

was no influence of sex on the feature type that was recorded (p=0.495) or the 
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influence of sex and observer (p=0.673). However, the test did establish a significant 

difference between the different feature types observed and the percentage agreement 

between the observers (p=0.008). A p value of 0.008 is highly significant (table 32).  

 

SOURCE OF VARIATION p VALUE 
Sex 0.613 

Feature <0.001 
Observer <0.001 

Sex  x Feature 0.495 
Sex x Observer 0.673 

Feature x Observer 0.008 
Sex x Feature x Observer 0.795 

Table 32. Three-way ANOVA results 

 

Through more detailed examination of the ANOVA output it was found that there was 

no significant difference between the observers ability to trace Lines. There was a 

significant difference between Observer F and G’s mean percentage agreement to 

trace branches, and the same was true when comparing Observer F and H. There was 

no significant difference between the ability of Observers G and H for all feature 

types. The only incidence of a significant difference between observers was when 

comparing the percentage agreement values of Observer F to observers G and H, 

p=<0.001, a very highly significant difference. The results show that while there is no 

significant difference in the observers’ ability to trace islands, the actual percentage 

agreement values are all very low. Conversely, the percentage agreement values for 

line tracing are never lower than 63.64% and are more frequently higher; at around 

80% (data can be found in Appendix H). Table 33 provides the mean percentage 

agreement values for the different feature types. Figure 19 provides a graphical 

illustration of this data, demonstrating that lines are the more consistently traced 

feature between the observers.  
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FEATURE MEAN 
Line 87.780 

Branch 53.495 
Intersection 47.699 

Island 0 
Table 33. Mean percentage agreement values for each feature 

 

 
Figure 19. Bar graph showing mean percentage agreement between the different features examined 

 

Table 34 shows the mean percentage agreement values for each observer. It 

demonstrates that Observer F showed higher mean percentage agreement with 

observer E compared to observers G and H, figure 20 also demonstrates this 

graphically. 

 

OBSERVER MEAN 
F 65.959 
G 34.155 
H 41.616 

Table 34. Mean percentage agreement values for each observer 
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Figure 20. Bar graph showing mean percentage agreement between different observers 

 

When comparing the means for each observer according to the feature type present 

(table 35) it is clear that Observer F consistently provides a higher percentage 

agreement with Observer E, compared to the other two observers. The exception to 

this is with regards to island features where none of the observers demonstrate any 

agreement with Observer E (figure 21). 

 

FEATURE OBSERVER MEAN 
Line F 96.183 
Line G 80.361 
Line H 86.736 

Branch F 86.736 
Branch G 33.402 
Branch H 40.347 

Intersection F 80.919 
Intersection G 22.858 
Intersection H 39.319 

Island F 0 
Island G 0 
Island H 0 

Table 35. Mean percentage agreement values for feature and observer  
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Figure 21. Bar graph showing mean percentage agreement between observers according to feature type 

 

Two-way ANOVA results 

The results of a two-way analysis of variance, examining the effect of feature type 

and observer on the percentage agreement values, found that there was a statistical 

significant interaction between observer and feature type (p=0.007) thus providing the 

same results as the three-way ANOVA. This value is highly significant. Table 36 and 

figure 22 demonstrate the results of this interaction.  

 

FEATURE OBSERVER MEAN 
Line F 96.183 
Line G 80.361 
Line H 86.798 

Branch R 86.131 
Branch G 34.999 
Branch H 42.143 

Intersection F 80.919 
Intersection G 22.455 
Intersection H 39.319 

Island F 0 
Island G 0 
Island H 0 

Table 36. Mean percentage agreement values for each feature type and observer 
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Figure 22. Bar graph showing mean percentage agreement between observers according to feature type 

 

The test also provided the same results as the previous ANOVA with respect to 

finding no significant difference in each observer’s ability to trace lines (table 37).  

 

COMPARISON p VALUE SIGNIFICANCE? 
F vs. G 0.217 No 
F vs. H 0.502 No 
G vs. H 0.472 No 

Table 37. Comparison for observer and line 

 

It also found that the differences were evident between the percentage agreements of 

observer F compared to G and H respectively when tracing branches and intersections 

(tables 38 and 39).  

 

COMPARISON p VALUE SIGNIFICANCE? 
F vs. G <0.001 Yes 
F vs. H <0.001 Yes 
G vs. H 0.455 No 

Table 38. Comparison for observer and branch 
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COMPARISON p VALUE SIGNIFICANCE? 
F vs. G <0.001 Yes 
F vs. H <0.001 Yes 
G vs. H 0.085 No 

Table 39. Comparison for observer and intersection 

 

There was no significant difference highlighted between the percentage agreements 

for island (table 40). 

 

COMPARISON p VALUE SIGNIFICANCE? 
F vs. G 1.000 No 
F vs. H 1.000 No 
G vs. H 1.000 No 

Table 40. Comparison for observer and island 

 

There is no significant difference in the percentage agreement values for comparison 

between Observer E and the additional observers when tracing lines. This indicates 

that this feature is the most repeatable and reliable. 

 

4.5 DISCUSSION 

 

Methods 

The method of tracing the crease pattern is based on a method that was developed to 

trace the superficial vein pattern on the dorsum of the hand. It was considered 

applicable in this case because it deals with the same premise of image comparison, 

within the same body part. It can be argued that the perception of the knuckle crease 

pattern is less subjective due to it being a topographical feature, whereas the vein 

pattern is more open to interpretation because it is beneath the skin. Using the same 
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type of images (visible light), knuckle creases are clear to the naked eye. No 

enhancement of the image is necessary through alteration of the hue or saturation of 

the image. In visible light images of vein patterns, the hue and saturation must be 

altered accordingly to maximise the visualisation of the pattern beneath the skin 

(Meadows, 2012). This implies that it is easier to interpret the pattern of the knuckle 

crease, than the pattern of the superficial veins. However, it is possible that with more 

in-depth research that methods could be developed that allow for enhancement of the 

image and therefore improvements could be made the reliability of the tracing method 

for knuckle crease patterns. 

 

The tracing procedure was modified to accommodate for the different depths of crease 

that are found in this region, notably the deep and the faint creases. It is clear that 

there is the possibility for interpretation bias when tracing these different crease types. 

This was overcome in the recording process for the repeat traces (intra-observer 

consistency study) and in the inter-observer consistency study by initially recording 

the crease depth and then simply recording presence of any type of crease using a 

binary system: 1 signifying presence of a crease (regardless of its depth) and 0 

signifying absence. This way the agreement between the repeat traces and the traces 

by different observers was maximised. It was important to ensure that even though a 

different crease depth was recorded, this did not affect the agreement between the 

repeat traces. Despite different depth of creases being interpreted in the same position, 

this does not indicate that there is a different crease present; it is merely attributed to 

the subjectivity associated with interpretation of depth of the crease. 
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Following feedback from the observers the system of tracing the crease pattern was 

noted to improve with practice, this suggests that with repeated application of the 

method an observer is likely to get better at executing the procedure. This was 

supported by the results of the inter-observer consistency study, which found 

Observer F to have the highest percentage agreement with Observer E compared, 

when to the other observers who had no previous experience with image comparison 

and tracing.  

 

The method was easy to replicate as the software and hardware required are widely 

accessible, though do incur some cost. Use of a graphics tablet and stylus can 

arguably enable more precise interpretation of the underlying crease by the trace that 

is drawn over it, compared to that of a trace completed using a computer mouse. It 

might be possible to draw the same crease when using a computer mouse, but this 

takes more time to achieve the same level of precision and so the stylus is considered 

to be more appropriate to ensure repeatability of the method. This was based on 

preliminary observations and would require further testing to substantiate these 

claims. 

 

4.5.1 Intra-observer Repeatability Testing 

 

ANALYSIS OF ALL FEATURES REGARDLESS OF % AGREEMENT 

 

Two-way ANOVA results 

The results of intra-observer error tests suggested that the observer in this case 

showed no significant difference in their ability to trace lines, branches, intersections 
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and total features between male and female images. This indicates that the knuckle 

crease pattern is not likely to be sexually dimorphic.  

 

Observer E was significantly better at tracing lines compared to all other features. 

This implies that lines are the easiest feature to detect repeatedly. It is hypothesised 

that the other features do not represent suitable features for which to interpret the 

knuckle crease pattern. It was also found that Observer E was better at tracing 

intersections compared to branches and islands. This implies that intersections may be 

a feature of value for interpreting the pattern.  This is logical; due to the fact that 

intersections only occur where lines meet or cross, and as lines are more repeatable it 

would indicate that intersections also would fall into this category. 

 

One-way ANOVA results 

No significant difference was found between the observer’s ability to trace the line 

feature in the crease patterns of males and females. This suggests that lines are a more 

repeatable feature for examination and that perhaps the other features (particularly 

islands) do not represent a reliable structure for comparison. Lines are the more 

frequently traced feature in terms of the total counts for each feature type, which 

further supports the notion that this feature is easier to define in the knuckle region.  

 

The one-way analysis of variance tests performed in the intra-observer analysis all 

exhibited low power values, below the desired level of 0.8. This indicates that the 

sample population used in the study was most likely too small. For future work it is 

proposed that testing is repeated on a larger sample population. This will ensure the 

robusticity of the results found in this research.  
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When examining the depth of the crease represented by each of the feature types it is 

found that deep creases are always lines which suggest that they might be easier to 

see, though lines are also often recorded as faint creases. Intersections can also either 

be deep or faint. Branches and islands are always faint creases. It could therefore be 

proposed that due to their faint appearance, branches and islands are less likely to be 

repeatedly traced because faint lines are potentially harder to interpret effectively, as 

shown by results of the suspect offender comparison study (see chapter 6 for details). 

 

ANALYSIS OF FEATURES THAT REACH 80% OR MORE AGREEMENT 

 

Two-way ANOVA results 

The results of this analysis found there to be a statistically significant interaction 

between sex and feature type present. However, on more detailed examination of the 

results this can be attributed to the fact there is a significant difference found in their 

ability to trace the island features between male and female images. This can be 

further explained by the low number of individuals exhibiting this feature in at least 

five out of six of the repeat traces in the sample group. This indicates that the method 

of eliminating those features which do not meet the 80% repeatability level for 

forensic relevance may have provided inaccurate results for the statistical analysis. 

This is further supported by the analysis performed on the complete dataset (not 

excluding any features on the basis of 80% repeatability) which found there to be no 

significant interaction between sex and feature type present. One potential explanation 

for why islands skewed the data in this case is that they are not an appropriate feature 

type for use in interpreting the knuckle crease pattern. The method of distinguishing 

between feature types was based on a method for categorising vein patterns, where 
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islands were a more obvious feature (Meadows, 2012). It would perhaps be more 

appropriate for future research into the utility of the knuckle crease for forensic image 

comparison that island features are not included. Islands in vein patterns are much 

easier to visualise due to the increased area that the pattern covers compared to the 

islands in the knuckle crease pattern. The vein islands are connections between the 

vessels formed by the dorsal venous network on the hand. In knuckles they are 

represented by areas of skin that are enclosed by a number of creases that intersect. 

Therefore, in practice islands are very different features when considering vein and 

knuckle crease patterns, which indicates that they are not a suitable feature for 

interpretation in the knuckle crease pattern. 

 

One-way ANOVA results 

The key finding of this analysis was that there is no significant difference in the 

percentage agreement values between repeat traces (for any feature type) according to 

the sex of the subject in the image. This indicates that the knuckle crease pattern is 

probably not sexually dimorphic. It is important to acknowledge that these tests failed 

to obtain sufficient power values and therefore must be interpreted with caution at this 

stage. It is recommended that further analysis be undertaken that uses a larger number 

of individuals in the sample. 
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4.5.2 Inter-observer Repeatability Testing 

 

Three-way ANOVA results 

It was found from the results of the three-way analysis of variance that there is no 

significant interaction between sex and feature or sex and observer. This further 

supports the hypothesis that there may be no difference in the knuckle crease patterns 

between males and females, but this deserves further investigation on a larger sample. 

There was found to be a significant interaction between feature and observer. This 

implies that certain features achieve higher levels of percentage agreement. This is 

supported by the raw data (see Appendix H) where it is clear that lines have higher 

levels of percentage agreement than the other features. It suggests that they are a more 

repeatable feature in terms of recording and potentially therefore a more valid way of 

tracing the knuckle crease pattern. Different observers also have an influence on the 

features that are detected. It can be hypothesised that with increased experience of 

image comparison there will be higher levels of percentage agreement than between 

those observers with similar experience. It is also found that those with low 

experience do not show any significant difference in their tracing abilities, even 

though Observer G has more anatomical training than Observer H (novice). This 

suggests that experience with image tracing is the more important factor in 

determining tracing ability. 

 

Two-way ANOVA results 

The two-way analysis of variance also provided the same findings for a significant 

interaction between feature and observer. This further supported the hypothesis that 

with increased training there is increased ability to trace the features being examined. 
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This means that it is not appropriate to apply the method simply as a ‘plug-and-play’ 

system. The method cannot reliably be performed by a novice, or by an individual 

with only anatomical training. It requires additional experience; with the technology 

required to execute it as well as practice with tracing the images and performing 

comparisons.  

 

4.6 CONCLUSIONS 

 

Intra-observer repeatability 

It can be concluded from the findings of the analysis of variance tests performed that 

islands do not represent a suitable feature for interpreting the crease pattern in the 

region of the proximal interphalangeal joint of the left index finger. Further 

modification of the tracing method is recommended, in order to accommodate for the 

differences in presentation of this pattern compared with veins. Lines are consistently 

traced to a high level by the observer, suggesting that they may be of forensic value 

for comparison of these types of image. Branches also meet this criteria, but to a 

lesser extent. It could be argued that if the crease pattern was simply traced as lines 

and intersections then the method would be more applicable to the knuckle crease 

pattern. 

 

Inter-observer repeatability 

The results of inter-observer repeatability testing were found to support the hypothesis 

that with increased experience of image comparison and anatomical training, the 

ability to execute the tracing method would be increased. This was demonstrated by 
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the results of the ANOVAs that were performed. There was no significant difference 

detected between observers E and F, both of which showed high levels of percentage 

agreement between their traces. There was a significant difference between observer F 

and G and F and H, which suggests that unfamiliarity with image comparison 

techniques, has an influence on tracing ability. There was no significant difference 

between observers G and H, which implies that despite observer G’s anatomical 

background (which is equal to observers E and F) they did not demonstrate higher 

levels of percentage agreement with observer E when compared to the agreement 

found between Observer H  (the novice) and Observer E. 

 

4.7 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

 

It is clear from the results of this study that the method requires augmentation to 

ensure its suitability for use in the knuckle crease region. Islands do not represent an 

appropriate feature type in relation to interpreting the dorsal knuckle crease pattern. It 

is hypothesised that lines are the only useful mechanism by which the pattern should 

be interpreted, and that errors in recording the features of the crease can be reduced by 

simplifying the method accordingly. If the new method coded the pattern entirely as a 

system of lines, utilising just the upper case letters, it would simplify the method of 

pattern interpretation and potentially make it more reliable and repeatable.  

 

The stability of deep and faint creases requires further investigation, with particular 

emphasis on how to distinguish between the two in order to limit the subjectivity that 

is associated with the interpretation of crease depth. Further investigation is required 
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to investigate the repeatability of using the distinction between crease depths as well 

as the utility of deep and faint creases for the purposes of forensic human 

identification. These investigations should take the form of consistency tests to 

establish intra and inter-observer consistency for tracing creases of differing depths. 

There also needs to be consideration of how different skin tones will affect 

interpretation of the crease pattern. As it is a topographical feature, theoretically it 

should be as evident in an individual with darker skin pigmentation compared to those 

with lighter skin tone. However, it is possible that interpretation of the deep and faint 

creases will differ due to how darker pigmentations could potentially alter the 

appearance of the pattern. It is important to test the tracing method on additional 

populations in order to assess the applicability of the method on a wider scale. 
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5. SUSPECT-OFFENDER COMPARISON STUDY 

 

This chapter provides the findings of a small pilot study which investigated the effect 

of changing image quality and position of the PIP joint on the appearance of the 

knuckle crease. It also investigated the ability for different observers (of different 

ability and experience) to perform suspect-offender comparison. 

 

5.1 MATERIALS 

 

5.1.1 Comparison Study: image resolution and joint position change 

 

Those individuals that were members of the database and also known to be current 

students and or staff of CAHId provided the materials for this part of the research. It 

comprised 12 individuals, six females and six males (table 41).  

 

SEX NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS 
Male 6 

Female 6 
Total 12 

Table 41. Suspect/Offender Comparison study sample information 

 

The images of these individuals from the CAHId-ID database served as the ‘suspect’ 

image (figure 23). This image was intended to represent the type of image that the 

police might take of a suspect for comparison with the offender images collected. 

Using individuals known to work in the Centre for Anatomy and Human 

Identification made it possible to collect additional images required for comparison. 
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These additional samples served as the ‘offender’ images. They were collected using 

the camera application on a BlackBerry Curve 8650 smartphone. The camera is of 

lower quality in comparison to the equipment used to collect the images in the 

CAHId-ID database. The first image collected for comparison introduced one 

alteration (the quality of camera used), or a one-step change. The participant 

positioned their hand on the same platform used to collect the suspect images, thereby 

introducing no positional alteration to the crease pattern (figure 24). Figure 8 in 

chapter 4 provides details of the hardware used for hand positioning. Subsequent 

images were also obtained in which each participant was requested to hold a 

cylindrical object in their left hand and images were taken showing the dorsal aspect 

(figure 25). The use of a cylindrical object was designed to produce flexion in the 

joint in a repeatable manner between the different individuals. These images 

represented a two-step change compared with the original suspect images. 
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Figure 23. Example participant image and also an example of a ‘suspect’ image 

 

 
Figure 24. Example ‘offender’ image showing one-step change 
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Figure 25. Example 'offender' image (two-step change) 

 

5.1.1 Suspect-Offender Comparison Test 

 

An additional test was carried out to determine the effect of changing image quality in 

a suspect/offender comparison involving observers of differing experience. Figures 

26-31 were supplied to each observer and they were asked to provide a conclusion as 

to whether they would include, exclude each suspect based on comparison with the 

offender image. They were also provided with the option of ‘inconclusive’ where they 

could not conclusively include or exclude the suspect. 
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Figure 26. Comparison Test: offender image 

 
Figure 27. Comparison Test: suspect image 
001 

 
Figure 28. Comparison Test: suspect image 
002 

 
Figure 29. Comparison Test: suspect image 
003 

 
Figure 30. Comparison Test: suspect image 
004 

 
Figure 31. Comparison Test: suspect image 
005

 

5.2 ETHICAL APPROVAL 

 

The additional images required for this study were obtained under a separate consent 

form, informing the participants of what their images were to be used for and how 

they related to previously submitted data (Appendix A). Enquiry was made and 

additional ethical approval was not necessary as this was deemed by the University 
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ethics lead to represent a continuation of the original ethics application. See section 2 

in Chapter 3 for details of the original ethical approval for the CAHId-ID database. 

 

5.3 METHODS 

 

The aim of this part of the research was to determine if the method of tracing deep 

and faint creases would be suitable for use in cases of suspect-offender comparison. It 

was hypothesised that in images of lower resolution (offender images), fewer creases 

would be evident after tracing. Furthermore, those creases that were apparent would 

primarily be the deep creases, as the fainter ones would not be as clear due to the 

decreased image quality.  

 

In order to carry out the comparisons the images (both ‘suspect’ and ‘offender’ 

images for all 12 individuals) were subjected to the tracing method detailed in section 

4.3. Figure 26 provides an example of how the images appear after they are traced.  

 

 
Figure 32. Example of traced suspect (left image) and offender (right image) images 
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The ‘suspect’ image was coded using the same system as the tracing consistency 

study method (figure 27).  

 

 
Figure 33 Example of coded ‘suspect’ trace 

 

The ‘offender’ image was then assessed for where the same creases appear in the 

suspect image. This information was recorded in the same manner as the inter-

observer consistency traces, whereby those creases traced in the suspect images were 

given an alpha-numerical code (see section 4.3, tables 22 and 23 for details) and then 

the offender image was assessed for whether the same features were present (table 

42).  In this case, there were five deep lines traced in the suspect image, and the same 

five deep lines detected in the offender image. 11 faint lines were traced in the suspect 

image and just two of these same lines traced in the offender image. Two branches 

were traced in the suspect image, none in the offender and finally four intersections 

were traced in the suspect image but none were traced in the offender image (a ‘0’ 
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identifies no feature present). In total there were 22 features identified in the suspect 

image using the tracing method, and seven in the offender image. 

 

FEATURE FEATURE CODE SUSPECT OFFENDER 

Line A 1 1 

Line B 1 1 

Line C 1 1 

Line D 1 1 

Line E 1 1 

TOTAL DEEP LINES  5 5 

Line F 2 2 

Line G 2 2 

Line H 2 0 

Line I 2 0 

Line J 2 0 

Line K 2 0 

Line L 2 0 

Line M 2 0 

Line N 2 0 

Line O 2 0 

Line P 2 0 

TOTAL FAINT LINES  11 2 

Branch a 2 0 

Branch b 2 0 

TOTAL FAINT BRANCHES  2 0 

Intersection 1 2 0 

Intersection 2 2 0 

Intersection 3 2 0 

Intersection 4 2 0 

TOTAL FAINT INTERSECTIONS  4 0 

TOTAL FEATURE COUNT 22 7 
Table 42. Example of Excel© recording of suspect-offender comparison for one individual 

 

From this information it was possible to determine the percentage agreement values 

according to feature and crease depth. This information was used to assess the 

viability of the tracing method and the different crease types if it were to be employed 

in a real case situation. Analysis of variance tests were performed on the complete 
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data for the percentage agreement on total feature count, deep lines and faint lines. 

These were the only sets of data that provided a complete data set and the analysis 

software would not complete the ANOVAs for the other features due to the high 

frequency of missing data. This missing data is attributed to the fact that in the suspect 

image a higher number of feature types are recorded which is then not recorded in the 

offender image. 

 

Further tests were carried out to determine if the reduced image quality would affect 

the suspect/offender comparison by other observers of differing experience. Six 

images in total were used, derived from the original suspect/offender comparison 

study sample group. Five of these images were non-match ‘suspects’ and one was the 

known ‘offender’. Observers I and J were considered to have high levels of 

experience with suspect/offender comparison (with Observer I more familiar with 

knuckle crease comparison than Observer J). Observer K was considered to be a 

novice, with no experience in image comparison, but with anatomical training. They 

were each provided with instructions on how to code and trace the images provided 

(see Appendix F for details). They were provided with a table with which to record 

their findings (table 43).  

 

SUSPECT EXCLUDE INCLUDE INCONCLUSIVE 
1    

2    
3    

4    
5    

Table 43. Table for recording comparison findings 
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They were asked to attempt a positive exclusion of each suspect image. If they were 

unable to exclude the individual, it was then included as a potential match or deemed 

inconclusive. The observers were also asked to provide their opinions as to which 

suspect they considered the offender image to definitively match, and provide their 

reasons why, in addition to the knuckle crease comparison. 

 

5.4 RESULTS 

 

The final part of this research consisted of a small pilot study to test the effect of 

changing image quality on the appearance of the crease pattern, particularly 

examining the effect this alteration has on the interpretation of deep and faint creases 

in the region.  

 

5.4.1 Suspect-Offender (1-step change) Comparison 

 

Table 44 provides the percentage agreement values for each feature type according to 

the two difference crease types recorded (deep and faint). It is derived from the raw 

data in table 45. Where the same crease is traced (regardless of depth) agreement is 

established. This was completed for all 12 individuals. 
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SUSPECT/OFFENDER (1-STEP CHANGE) 

% AGREEMENT DEEP CREASES 

Lines 66.67 

Branches - 

Intersections - 

Islands - 

% AGREEMENT FAINT CREASES 

Lines 0.00 

Branches 0.00 

Intersections 0.00 

Islands 0.00 

TOTAL FEATURES (%AGREEMENT) 22.22 
Table 44. Percentage agreement data for suspect-offender comparison of images of individual 002 
(image with 1-step change) 
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FEATURE CODE SUSPECT OFFENDER 1 OFFENDER 2 

Line A 1 2 1 

Line B 1 2 0 

Line C 1 0 0 

Line D 1 0 0 

Line E 1 2 0 

Line F 1 0 1 

Line G 1 2 2 

Line H 1 2 0 

Line I 1 1 0 

TOTAL DEEP LINES  9 6 3 

Line J 2 0 0 

Line K 2 0 0 

Line L 2 0 0 

Line M 2 0 0 

Line N 2 0 0 

Line O 2 0 0 

Line P 2 0 0 

Line Q 2 0 0 

Line R 2 0 0 

Line S 2 0 0 

TOTAL FAINT LINES  10 0 0 

Branch a 2 0 0 

Branch b 2 0 0 

TOTAL FAINT BRANCHES  2 0 0 

Intersection 1 2 0 0 

Intersection 2 2 0 0 

Intersection 3 2 0 0 

Intersection 4  2 0 0 

Intersection 5 2 0 0 

TOTAL FAINT INTERSECTIONS  5 0 0 

Islands  2 0 0 

TOTAL FAINT ISLANDS  1 0 0 

Total Feature Count 27 6 3 
Table 45. Results of tracing and coding of suspect-offender comparison of individual 002 

 

The comparison analysis resulted in three complete sets of data:  

 Total feature percentage agreement  

 Deep line percentage agreement  

 Faint line percentage agreement.  
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For deep and faint branches, intersections and islands the data was often incomplete 

due to not all images displaying these features. Lines were the most consistently 

detected feature using this tracing method. As a result it was only possible to run 

ANOVAs on these three data sets. They were tested for variance according to sex of 

the image being traced. Further investigation of whether there is a significant 

difference between males and females was considered necessary in order to support or 

refute the results obtained from the tracing repeatability study. The percentage 

agreement information can be found in table 46.  

 

SEX TOTAL FEATURES DEEP LINES FAINT LINES 
F 31.82 100.00 18.18 
F 22.22 66.67 0.00 
F 25.00 66.67 20.00 
M 35.00 66.67 27.27 
M 33.33 50.00 66.67 
F 15.38 60.00 0.00 
M 14.29 71.43 28.57 
F 40.63 72.72 28.57 
F 25.00 38.46 33.33 
M 59.09 100.00 50.00 
M 78.57 100.00 50.00 
M 32.56 71.43 42.11 

Table 46. Results of suspect-offender (1-step change) comparison for all 12 individuals, percentage 
agreement values for total feature, deep lines and faint lines. 

 

It is clear from the results shown in table 47 that there is no significant difference 

between the percentage agreement values for total feature count when sex is the 

independent variable. The same is the case for deep lines. It is important to note that 

both these tests carry a power value below the desired power of 0.8. This is likely due 

to the low sample number in this study. There is a statistically significant difference 

between the sexes according to the percentage agreement values for faint lines.  
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FEATURE TYPE p VALUE 
Total Feature Count 0.152 

Deep Lines 0.442 
Faint Lines 0.008 

Table 47. Results of one-way analysis of variance test according to sex 

 

It was also possible to run a one-way ANOVA to test for the effect of feature type on 

percentage agreement. This provided the result that there is a very highly significant 

difference between the percentage agreement values for deep and faint creases, 

p=<0.001. 

 

5.4.2 Suspect-Offender (2-step change) Comparison 

 

The same analysis was also performed based on a comparison between the suspect 

and offender images, where the offender image also demonstrated a positional change 

in the degree of flexion at the PIP joint. By asking each participant to hold a 

cylindrical object, this resulted in increased flexion in this region. Initial observations 

made it clear that this changes the appearance of the knuckle crease pattern overlying 

the joint (see figure 25 in section 5.1 for an example of this). 

 

The comparison between the images was recorded in the same way as the 1-step 

change image comparisons (table 48). The percentage agreement values in table 48 

are derived from the results presented in table 45. 
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SUSPECT/OFFENDER (2 STEP-CHANGE) 

% AGREEMENT DEEP CREASES 

Lines 33.33 

Branches - 

Intersections - 

Islands - 

% AGREEMENT FAINT CREASES 

Lines 0.00 

Branches 0.00 

Intersections 0.00 

Islands 0.00 

TOTAL FEATURES (%AGREEMENT) 11.11 
Table 48. Percentage agreement data for suspect-offender comparison of images of individual 002 
(image with 2-step change) 

 

Table 49 details the indexed raw data that was acquired as a result of these 

comparisons for each individual in the sample. 

 

SEX TOTAL FEATURES DEEP LINES FAINT LINES 
F 36.36 100.00 27.27 
F 11.11 33.33 0.00 
F 25.00 66.67 20.00 
M 20.00 33.33 0.18 
M 25.00 50.00 33.33 
F 5.13 20.00 33.33 
M 29.57 57.14 28.57 
F 28.13 81.81 0.00 
F 29.63 53.85 16.67 
M 22.72 62.50 0.00 
M 35.72 66.67 0.00 
M 20.93 57.14 10.53 

Table 49. Results of suspect-offender (2-step change) comparison, percentage agreement values for 
total feature, deep lines and faint lines for all 12 individuals. 

 

It is clear from the findings of the statistical analysis that there is no significant 

difference between the percentage agreement values for total feature count, deep lines 

and faint lines when sex is the independent variable (table 50). 
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FEATURE TYPE p VALUE 
Total Feature Count 0.583 

Deep Lines 0.721 
Faint Lines 0.635 

Table 50. Results of one-way analysis of variance test according to sex 

 

There was also found to be a very highly significant difference (p=<0.001) between 

the mean percentage agreement values for deep and faint lines, when line type is the 

dependent variable.  

 

5.4.3 Offender (1-step change)-Offender (2-step change) Comparison 

 

Comparison between the 1 and 2-step change offender images taken for each 

individual was also performed. Table 51 demonstrates how the percentage agreement 

data was recorded for this investigation.  

 

OFFENDER (1-STEP) VS OFFENDER (2-STEP) 

% AGREEMENT DEEP CREASES 

Lines 28.57 

Branches - 

Intersections - 

Islands - 

% AGREEMENT FAINT CREASES 

Lines - 

Branches - 

Intersections - 

Islands - 

TOTAL FEATURES (%AGREEMENT) 50.00 
Table 51. Percentage agreement data for comparison between both offender images for individual 002 

 

Table 52 details the indexed raw data that was acquired as a result of these 

comparisons for each individual in the sample. 
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SEX TOTAL FEATURES DEEP LINES FAINT LINES 
F 87.50 100.00 25.00 
F 50.00 28.57 - 
F 100.00 100.00 100.00 
M 57.14 50.00 25.00 
M 75.00 100.00 50.00 
F 33.33 33.33 - 
M 66.67 50.00 0.00 
F 75.00 70.00 0.00 
F 87.50 20.00 0.00 
M 38.46 66.67 25.00 
M 45.45 66.67 0.00 
M 64.23 80.00 25.00 

Table 52. Results of offender (1-step change)-offender (2-step change) comparison, percentage 
agreement values for total feature, deep lines and faint lines for all 12 individuals. 

 

It is clear from the findings of the statistical analysis that there is no significant 

difference between the percentage agreement values for total feature count, deep lines 

and faint lines when sex is the independent variable (table 53). 

 

FEATURE TYPE p VALUE 
Total Feature Count 0.252 

Deep Lines 0.554 
Faint Lines 0.634 

Table 53. Results of one-way analysis of variance test according to sex 

 

There was found to be a statistically significant difference between the percentage 

agreement values for deep and faint lines, when comparing suspect and offender (1-

step change), suspect and offender (2-step change) and finally, offender (1-step 

change) and offender (2-step change). Figure 28 demonstrates these differences for 

the suspect versus offender comparison for both sets of images. The 1-step change 

images are referred to as ‘Offender1’ and the 2-step change images are referred to as 

‘Offender2’ 
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Figure 34. Comparisons of suspect and offender images 

 

5.4.4 Suspect-Offender Comparison Test 

 

Three different observers were asked to provide their conclusions as to whether they 

would include, exclude a selection of five suspects in a test of suspect/offender 

comparison. They were also provided with the option to decide that the comparison 

was inconclusive. Observer I was considered to have the most experience with 

suspect-offender comparison, including experience of using the knuckle crease pattern 

for comparison purposes. Observer J also has experience of forensic image 

comparison, but not involving the knuckle region. Observer K is considered to be a 

novice. Tables 54-56 present the findings of these three observers. The suspect image 

that represents the same individual as the offender image is suspect number 002. 
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SUSPECT EXCLUDE INCLUDE INCONCLUSIVE 
001    

002    
003    

004    
005    

Table 54. Results of suspect-offender image comparison by Observer I 

 

SUSPECT EXCLUDE INCLUDE INCONCLUSIVE 
001    

002    
003    

004    
005    

Table 55. Results of suspect-offender image comparison by Observer J 

 

SUSPECT EXCLUDE INCLUDE INCONCLUSIVE 
001    

002    
003    

004    
005    

Table 56. Results of suspect-offender image comparison by Observer K (tracing method) 

 

It is important the note that the novice was also initially asked to perform a basic 

visual comparison of the images, without employing the tracing method. The results 

of that analysis are presented in table 57. 

 

SUSPECT EXCLUDE INCLUDE INCONCLUSIVE 
001    

002    
003    

004    
005    

Table 57. Results of suspect-offender image comparison by Observer K (basic visual comparison) 

 

The observers were also asked to provide a conclusion as to which suspect image they 

considered to definitively match the offender image. Using the tracing method, both 
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Observers I and J concluded that suspect 002 matched the offender. Observer I based 

this on additional features such as the unusual lunule morphology and the overall 

shape and size of the finger and nail. Observer J used similar features to make their 

conclusion, notably the lunule and nail shape, as well as the position of some of the 

horizontal knuckle creases. Based on the results of the tracing analysis, Observer K 

concluded that suspect 001 matched the offender image, because they both show very 

few knuckle creases. However, they were unsure about suspect image 002 purely 

based on the large lunule and as a result could not confidently exclude or include the 

image.  It is important to note that when performing a basic visual comparison, 

Observer K did include suspect 002 and would have excluded suspect 001. 

 

5.5 DISCUSSION 

 

This final section of the project aimed to provide a close to real-case test of how 

image quality and positional alteration of the joint affected the crease pattern that was 

detected. Providing two sets of images allowed for detailed analysis of the percentage 

agreement between these ‘offender’ images and the original ‘suspect’ images derived 

from the CAHId-ID database. 

 

Due to time constraints, it was only possible to utilise those individuals that were also 

staff and students from CAHId. This limited the sample group to 12 individuals. For 

future research more testing is recommended on a larger sample. 
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With regards to similarities with real-case evidence, the ‘suspect’ images are 

considered to be more standardised than the type of images usually submitted by 

police forces. Conversely, the standardised image is not representative of the position 

in which the digits usually take in the offender image.  

 

Through initial observations it was clear that with reduced image quality the region of 

the knuckle crease becomes less clear and it can therefore be hypothesised that the 

number of creases that will be traced will be reduced. From examination of the raw 

data from the comparisons of the ‘suspect’ and ‘offender (1-step change)’ images it 

was clear that there was consistently a decrease in the number of features traced 

between the comparison images. However, while there was a decrease in the total 

feature count when the image quality was reduced, the results of the statistical 

analysis demonstrate that there was no significant difference between the total 

features for the images. This suggests that the decrease in the number of features 

traced between the suspect and offender images does not limit the viability of the 

region as a feature for comparison. There was also no significant difference found in 

the percentage agreement values for deep lines in this comparison, but there was for 

faint lines. This could indicate that between males and females (as sex was the 

dependent value) there is variation in the prevalence of faint lines. However, due to 

the small sample size, caution is advised in interpretation of this significant result. 

 

For the one-way ANOVA testing the effect of sex on percentage agreement of deep 

lines, faint lines and total feature count, there was found to be no significant 

difference between values for the suspect-offender (2-step change) image 

comparisons. When the actual values for percentage agreement are examined it is 
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clear that there is a consistently low level of agreement between the two images, the 

percentage agreement values rarely show levels of greater than 50%.   

 

It was also proposed that deep creases would persist with changing image quality, 

whereas faint creases would not. The results of the statistical analysis support this 

hypothesis, demonstrating no significant difference between the percentage agreement 

values for deep creases, while showing a significant difference in the percentage 

agreement values for faint creases (in each of the comparison configurations). 

 

Additional tests were carried out to establish how well other observers carry out 

comparison of suspect and offender images, based on the tracing method established. 

It was found that those observers with more experience of image comparison and use 

of tracing methods are able to produce conclusions that fit with the desired result, i.e. 

they are capable of selecting the correct suspect. In this test, suspect 002 was a match 

to the offender and Observers I and J both included this individual after employing the 

tracing analysis. Both Observers I and J also included suspect 005, and Observer I 

also included suspect 001. Each of the three observers excluded suspect 004. Based 

on the tracing analysis, observer K was unable to make a conclusion about suspect 

002. 

 

Feedback from observers that were requested to use the tracing method also indicated 

that the coding method for interpreting the different feature types is complex and not 

entirely suited to the region of the knuckle crease. This is due to the fact that the 

coding method is based on one used to define the vein pattern on the dorsum of the 

hand, which represents a much larger area with a far less condensed pattern. 
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Therefore it can be concluded that the current coding method is not appropriate at 

present for interpreting the features of the knuckle crease pattern. Coding is necessary 

in order to provide a systematic method of comparison, potentially making it more 

repeatable than simple visual comparison of the traces. 

 

When asked to provide their opinion on which suspect definitively matched the 

offender image (if any), Observer’s I and J both correctly chose suspect 002. They 

based this conclusion on other features as well as the knuckle crease pattern. Observer 

J concluded that suspect 001 was a match to the offender image, but was unsure about 

their conclusion based on their indecision over suspect 002. Observers I and J made 

definitive conclusions about each image comparison, not opting for the 

‘INCONCLUSIVE’ option on any occasion. This indicates that with increased 

experience with the practice of forensic image comparison, there is increased 

confidence in decision making. Increased confidence does not necessarily imply 

increased competence in the execution of the method. Incompetent individuals may 

over-estimate their level of skill (increased confidence) while competent individuals 

tend to underestimate their relative competence (Kruger and Dunning, 1999). It is 

therefore important that with future testing the level of confidence and competence of 

the participants be assessed according to the relative repeatability of the method. This 

should eliminate bias associated with its application by more experienced observers. 

 

Future testing of suspect-offender comparison information needs to address the 

importance of the deep and faint creases for the purposes of individuation. This 

preliminary study has found that the deep creases are of value because they persist 

with varying image quality and joint position. This will only be of use in a forensic 
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setting if the deep creases also represent enough detail to distinguish between 

individuals to provide the basis for exclusion, or have the ability to show enough 

similarities to provide the foundation for inclusion. Faint creases might represent the 

minutiae detail that is important for making a more reliable comparison. It is also 

possible that both crease types are of equal value for the purposes of forensic human 

identification. 

 

5.6 CONCLUSIONS 

 

The findings of this study support the hypothesis that with decreased image quality, 

faint creases will not be as consistently detected, by the observer using the tracing 

method, as will deep creases. It is also clear that as the position of the joint changes, 

with increased flexion in the PIP joint, the appearance of the crease pattern is altered 

making comparison between the images more problematic. This positional change 

also alters the appearance of the deep and faint creases. In some cases the deep 

creases become perceived as faint creases and the faint creases will no longer be 

evident in the offender image. 

 

It was found, through statistical analysis of the suspect-offender comparisons, that 

lines are more consistently traced, specifically deep lines over faint ones. This 

indicates that faint lines may be of limited use in cases of suspect-offender 

comparison if the image is of reduced quality. It was found that with the introduction 

of the positional change in the PIP joint that these fainter creases are lost to a greater 

extent than those that are perceived to be deeper. 
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Through testing other observers’ ability to perform the suspect-offender comparison, 

it is possible to conclude that with experience of image comparison the possibility of 

excluding the correct suspect is reduced. Those individuals with less experience with 

image comparison have been shown to exclude the suspect that matches the offender 

image, whereas observers with experience in this area of analysis did not exclude the 

target individual.  

 

There was also a significant difference detected between the percentage agreement 

values for deep and faint creases when crease type is tested as the independent 

variable. This indicates that deep lines are more persistent with changing image 

quality and with positional alteration at the joint. These results support the original 

hypothesis that deep lines will persist with reduction in image quality and change in 

degree of flexion of the joint, whereas faint lines will not remain patent. 

 

Through testing of the additional observers’ ability to perform suspect-offender image 

comparison, it was found that with increased experience in this practice there is less 

indecision over whether to include or exclude a subject. Those observers’ with 

experience are able to correctly match the offender image to the right suspect, 

whereas the novice observer made an incorrect conclusion. Despite the conclusion 

being incorrect, they did not definitively exclude the correct suspect.  
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5.7 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

 

This research provided a small scale study designed to test the effect of changing 

image quality and increasing flexion at the interphalangeal joint on the appearance of 

the crease pattern. The results found that faint creases do not persist as well as deep 

creases when the image quality changes and when the joint becomes flexed. These 

preliminary tests need to be repeated on a larger sample to ensure the stability of the 

results. There also needs to be investigation into whether deep creases have the 

potential to be individuating, without the faint creases, or if faint creases are also 

necessary to make a successful comparison. This will provide additional information 

as to the potential utility for the dorsal knuckle crease pattern to be used for the 

purposes of human identification. 
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6. SUMMARY 

 

Previous research that investigated the potential for the dorsal knuckle crease pattern 

to be used for the purposes of human identification has focused on the development of 

security hardware and is largely sourced from individuals in the computer sciences 

field  (Ravikanth and Kumar, 2007, Kumar, 2009, Kumar and Ravikanth, 2009, 

Kumar and Zhou, 2009b, Kumar and Zhou, 2009a, Choras and Kozik, 2010, Zhu and 

Zhang, 2010, Choras and Kozik, 2011). Methods that have been developed to analyse 

the pattern involve complex computational models such as Gabor filters and 

algorithms, to develop systems of ‘knuckle codes’ to represent the pattern (Kumar, 

2009). The precise details of these methods are not widely accessible and therefore 

not easily understood due to the secure nature of the research. Authors systematically 

state that the pattern in this region is ‘unique’ but fail to provide evidence to support 

these claims (Kumar, 2009, Kumar and Ravikanth, 2009, Kumar and Zhou, 2009b, 

Kumar and Zhou, 2009a). Through examination of the research in this field it was 

clear that investigation from a biological and anatomical perspective was necessary.  

 

Additional stimulus for this research was derived from case work undertaken by the 

Centre for Anatomy and Human Identification at the University of Dundee. These 

involved comparison of suspect and offender images in cases of alleged child sexual 

abuse. Due to the nature of the images, it is not possible to apply the algorithm 

methods detailed by Kumar and colleagues as the position of the joint underlying the 

pattern varies: in addition it is not possible to collect the data using the hardware that 

has been developed. It was therefore considered imperative to develop methods of 

analysing evidence of this nature. 
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During the development of novel evidence techniques that may be used in the 

criminal justice system it is important to take into consideration the legal 

ramifications of research of this nature. The admissibility of expert evidence and 

novel evidence techniques is under scrutiny in the United Kingdom at present. It is 

clear that there is the need for clearer guidelines to dictate the use of expert evidence 

in court (The Law Commission, 2009, Scottish Universities Insight Institute, 2011, 

The Law Commission, 2011) It is important to be aware of this situation when 

conducting research of this nature and to understand the role it could potentially play 

in court.  

 

This research project aimed to establish, at a preliminary level, the potential for the 

dorsal knuckle crease pattern to be used for the purposes of human identification. This 

aim was achieved through three phases of research. The first phase sought to establish 

top-level classifiers for the pattern types that are represented in this region. It was 

considered that this might be possible due to the existence of a pattern overlying the 

proximal interphlanageal joint: the system for classification was based on the system 

used to classify finger print patterns. The results of systematic grouping and 

consistency testing of these resultant groups led to the overall conclusion that the 

dorsal knuckle crease pattern over the proximal interphalangeal joint of the left index 

finger does not appear to be amenable to classification. This is due to the fact that it 

was not possible to classify all individuals within the cohort. There were a small 

number of classifications (‘star’, ‘yin/yang’, ‘vertical crease’) that did achieve high 

levels of consistency when tested by additional observers. These may have the 

potential to be utilised for classification purposes, but at this preliminary stage it is 
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important that consideration be made for the need for further research into the 

applicability of these classifications. 

 

The second phase of research attempted to assess the utility of a method for tracing 

and interpreting the crease pattern. This was based on a previously established method 

for analysing vein patterns (Meadows, 2012). Intra and inter-observer consistency 

tests were carried out to investigate the reliability and repeatability of this method for 

use in this context. Intra observer consistency was high, with no significant difference 

detected in the observer’s percentage agreement values for tracing male and female 

patterns. It was found that line features are the most repeatable feature type, with no 

significant difference found between the percentage agreement values for the repeat 

traces. There were significant differences when comparing the percentage agreement 

values of lines to branches, intersections and islands in turn. This indicated that lines 

are the most appropriate way of interpreting the crease pattern.  

 

Using additional observers with different levels of experience with image comparison 

and anatomical training it was possible to carry out inter-observer consistency tests. It 

was found that the highest level of percentage agreement was between the two 

observers with the highest levels of experience and training. There was no significant 

different between the percentage agreement values for the novice and the observer 

with anatomical training but no experience with image comparison. This indicates that 

experience with image comparison leads to more reliable tracing. The inter-observer 

tests also support the finding that lines are the most reliable feature for interpreting the 

crease pattern. It is recommended that the tracing method be augmented to make it 

more applicable for use in this region.  
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The final phase of research was a small scale suspect-offender comparison study. This 

used members of the original cohort known to work in CAHId, enabling additional 

images of their hand to be taken. Two additional images were taken, the first with the 

hand in the same position as the original database image but taken with a low 

resolution camera. The second image was taken using the same camera as the first, 

but with the hand in a different functional position. It was then possible to carry out a 

test, comparing the features traced in the high quality ‘suspect’ image (original 

database image) with the feature traced in the lower quality images. From this 

analysis it was established that with a reduction in image quality and an change in 

joint position there is a significant difference in the number of faint lines traced, 

compared with a higher quality image. Deep lines persist with reduced image quality 

and altered joint position. These results set the precedent for further investigation into 

the applicability and appropriateness of the dorsal knuckle crease pattern for the 

purposes of human identification. 

 

Classification of the knuckle crease pattern has demonstrated the level of complexity 

in this region. Through tracing of the pattern, it is clear that there is the need for 

simplification of the method of interpretation in order to better represent it. Tests that 

sought to imitate real-case scenarios found that there is a loss of detail with reduction 

in image quality, indicating that methods for interpreting the pattern may need to 

focus on the more obvious deep creases. This research has served to provide a 

foundation for the application of the dorsal knuckle crease pattern for the purposes of 

human identification.  
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8. APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A: CONSENT FORMS FOR ADDITIONAL IMAGE CAPTURE 

 

INFORMED CONSENT FORM 

TITLE OF PROJECT:  DORSAL KNUCKLE CREASE PATTERN: 
UTILITY FOR FORENSIC HUMAN IDENTIFICATION. 
 
GIVE A BRIEF SUMMARY OF PROJECT HERE 
 
This research aims to determine the effect of changing image quality on the appearance of the 
dorsal knuckle crease pattern on the index finger of the left hand. The images collected here 
will be used for comparison with images previously submitted to the CAHId Hands Database, 
for which consent has already been obtained. 
 
 
 
 
By signing below you are agreeing that you have read and understood the Participant 
Information Sheet and that you agree to take part in this research study.  
 
 
 
 
_________________________________    _________________ 
Participant’s signature      Date 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________             ____________________________ 
Printed name of person obtaining consent Signature of person obtaining consent 
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By signing this form, I agree that: 
          Yes No 
 
The study has been explained to me         � � 
  
All my questions were answered       � � 
 
Possible harm and discomforts and benefits of this study have been  
explained to me         � � 
 
I am free now, and in the future, to ask any questions about the study   � � 
 
I have been told that my personal information will be kept confidential   � � 
 
I understand that no information that would identify me, will be  
released or printed without my permission       � � 
 
I understand that I will receive a signed copy of this consent form   � � 
 
By signing this form I agree to: 
 
 Participate in one imaging session only  
 
At each session I agree to the recording of images of the following areas: 
Fingers, back of hand      Right �   Left � 
Fingers, palm of hand     Right �   Left� 
 
 
� I understand I have the right not to participate, and the right to stop at any time 
� I understand that I may refuse to participate without consequence 
 
Statement of Consent 
 
I have read this consent form. I have had the opportunity to ask questions and discuss what is involved. 
I understand that my personal information will be kept confidential. By signing this consent form, I 
have not waived any of my legal rights. 
 
 
Participant Name (printed)………………………………………………………………… 
 
 
Participant Signature …………………………………………………   Date………........ 
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APPENDIX B: TRACING INSTRUCTIONS (OBSERVER E) 

 

Inter-observer consistency study  

You have been provided with a folder containing 16 files. Each of these is a Photoshop document 

showing the image of the back of a volunteer’s left hand. Following these steps you will trace the 

knuckle crease pattern on the index finger. 

1. Open the image in Photoshop (double-clicking on the icon should do this for you) 

2. Zoom in on the index finger knuckle crease to 200% (press Ctrl and + until you reach the 

correct magnification, Ctrl and – will reduce the magnification, or just click on 200% under 

‘Zoom level’ on top tool bar.) 

3. Locate the ‘LAYERS’ tab, select New and create a new layer. Label it OBSERVER 

E_DeepCreases. Repeat this and label the other layer OBSERVER_E_FaintCreases 

4. Ensure that both the background and the DeepCrease layer are selected (there will be a little 

eye in the check-box next to the words) 

5. Locate the toolbar on the left side of the image and select the brush tool and ensure the size is 

at 1px  

6. Select the BLACK colour ink for the brush by clicking on the background colour tool at the 

bottom of the vertical toolbar (if you hover the cursor over the icons a description of what they 

are will appear). 

7. Using the pen and the graphics tablet trace over the DEEP creases that you can see in the 

region of the knuckle crease (see example crease for clarification of what this region is). 

8. Once the deep creases have been traced, repeat this process from step 4, but with the 

FaintCreases layer selected. Select YELLOW colour ink for the brush and trace the more 

faint creases that are evident in the region of the knuckle crease. Ensure that the Background 

and the Deep Crease Layer are selected while you do this so as to distinguish between the 

creases you have already traced.  

9. When you are finished with the trace save it into the same folder under the name ‘FILE 

NUMBER_Left1_TRACED_OBSERVER_E’ 
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APPENDIX C: TRACING INSTRUCTIONS (OBSERVER F) 

 

Inter-observer Consistency Study 

You have been provided with a folder containing 16 files. Each of these is a Photoshop document 

showing the image of the back of a volunteer’s left hand. Following these steps you will trace the 

knuckle crease pattern on the index finger. 

1. Open the image in Photoshop (double-clicking on the icon should do this for you) 

2. Zoom in on the index finger knuckle crease to 200% (press Ctrl and + until you reach the 

correct magnification, Ctrl and – will reduce the magnification, or just click on 200% under 

‘Zoom level’ on top tool bar.) 

3. Locate the ‘LAYERS’ tab, select New and create a new layer. Label it 

OBSERVER_F_DeepCreases. Repeat this and label the other layer 

OBSERVER_F_FaintCreases 

4. Ensure that both the background and the DeepCrease layer are selected (there will be a little 

eye in the check-box next to the words) 

5. Locate the toolbar on the left side of the image and select the brush tool and ensure the size is 

at 1px  

6. Select the RED colour ink for the brush by clicking on the background colour tool at the 

bottom of the vertical toolbar (if you hover the cursor over the icons a description of what they 

are will appear). 

7. Using the pen and the graphics tablet trace over the DEEP creases that you can see in the 

region of the knuckle crease (see example crease for clarification of what this region is). 

8. Once the deep creases have been traced, repeat this process from step 4, but with the 

FaintCreases layer selected. Select GREEN colour ink for the brush and trace the more faint 

creases that are evident in the region of the knuckle crease. Ensure that the Background and 

the Deep Crease Layer are selected while you do this so as to distinguish between the creases 

you have already traced.  

9. When you are finished with the trace save it into the same folder under the name ‘FILE 

NUMBER_Left1_TRACED_OBSERVER_F’ 
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APPENDIX D: TRACING INSTRUCTIONS (OBSERVER G) 

 

Inter-observer Consistency Study 

You have been provided with a folder containing 16 files. Each of these is a Photoshop document 

showing the image of the back of a volunteer’s left hand. Following these steps you will trace the 

knuckle crease pattern on the index finger. 

1. Open the image in Photoshop (double-clicking on the icon should do this for you) 

2. Zoom in on the index finger knuckle crease to 200% (press Ctrl and + until you reach the 

correct magnification, Ctrl and – will reduce the magnification, or just click on 200% under 

‘Zoom level’ on top tool bar.) 

3. Locate the ‘LAYERS’ tab, select New and create a new layer. Label it 

OBSERVER_G_DeepCreases. Repeat this and label the other layer 

OBSERVER_G_FaintCreases 

4. Ensure that both the background and the DeepCrease layer are selected (there will be a little 

eye in the check-box next to the words) 

5. Locate the toolbar on the left side of the image and select the brush tool and ensure the size is 

at 1px  

6. Select the BLUE colour ink for the brush by clicking on the background colour tool at the 

bottom of the vertical toolbar (if you hover the cursor over the icons a description of what they 

are will appear). 

7. Using the pen and the graphics tablet trace over the DEEP creases that you can see in the 

region of the knuckle crease (see example crease for clarification of what this region is). 

8. Once the deep creases have been traced, repeat this process from step 4, but with the 

FaintCreases layer selected. Select ORANGE colour ink for the brush and trace the more 

faint creases that are evident in the region of the knuckle crease. Ensure that the Background 

and the Deep Crease Layer are selected while you do this so as to distinguish between the 

creases you have already traced.  

9. When you are finished with the trace save it into the same folder under the name ‘FILE 

NUMBER_Left1_TRACED_OBSERVER_G’ 
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APPENDIX E: TRACING INSTRUCTIONS (OBSERVER H) 

 

Inter-observer Consistency Study 

You have been provided with a folder containing 16 files. Each of these is a Photoshop document 

showing the image of the back of a volunteer’s left hand. Following these steps you will trace the 

knuckle crease pattern on the index finger. 

1. Open the image in Photoshop (double-clicking on the icon should do this for you) 

2. Zoom in on the index finger knuckle crease to 200% (press Ctrl and + until you reach the 

correct magnification, Ctrl and – will reduce the magnification, or just click on 200% under 

‘Zoom level’ on top tool bar.) 

3. Locate the ‘LAYERS’ tab, select New and create a new layer. Label it 

OBSERVER_H_DeepCreases. Repeat this and label the other layer 

OBSERVER_H_FaintCreases 

4. Ensure that both the background and the DeepCrease layer are selected (there will be a little 

eye in the check-box next to the words) 

5. Locate the toolbar on the left side of the image and select the brush tool and ensure the size is 

at 1px  

6. Select the PURPLE colour ink for the brush by clicking on the background colour tool at the 

bottom of the vertical toolbar (if you hover the cursor over the icons a description of what they 

are will appear). 

7. Using the pen and the graphics tablet trace over the DEEP creases that you can see in the 

region of the knuckle crease (see example crease for clarification of what this region is). 

8. Once the deep creases have been traced, repeat this process from step 4, but with the 

FaintCreases layer selected. Select PINK colour ink for the brush and trace the more faint 

creases that are evident in the region of the knuckle crease. Ensure that the Background and 

the Deep Crease Layer are selected while you do this so as to distinguish between the creases 

you have already traced.  

9. When you are finished with the trace save it into the same folder under the name ‘FILE 

NUMBER_Left1_TRACED_OBSERVER_H’ 
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APPENDIX F: SUSPECT-OFFENDER COMPARISON INSTRUCTIONS 

 

Suspect-Offender Comparison Study 

You have been provided with 6 images in total, 1 offender image and 5 suspect images. The offender 

image provided may or may not match one of the suspect images. Using the tracing protocol provided 

you are asked to reach a conclusion on whether the offender image matches each of the suspect images. 

Your conclusion for each image comparison will be one of the following: 

‐ Exclude suspect (i.e. does not match offender image) 

‐ Include suspect (i.e. a possible match with offender image) 

‐ Inconclusive (cannot decide) 

Use the table provided to record your results: 

SUSPECT EXCLUDE INCLUDE INCONCLUSIVE 
1    

2    
3    

4    
5    

 

You will require a graphics tablet and stylus in order to carry out the protocol. 

Tracing Protocol (for suspect images) 

10. Open the image in Photoshop  

11. Zoom in on the index finger knuckle crease to 200%  

12. Locate the ‘LAYERS’ tab, select New and create a new layer. Label it Suspect(insert 

number here)_DeepCreases. Repeat this and label the other layer Suspect (insert number 

here)A_FaintCreases 

13. Ensure that both the background and the DeepCrease layer are selected. 

14. Locate the toolbar on the left side of the image and select the brush tool and ensure the size is 

at 1px  

15. Select the BLACK colour ink for the brush by clicking on the background colour tool at the 

bottom of the vertical toolbar. 

16. Using the pen and the graphics tablet trace over the DEEP creases that you can see in the 

region of the knuckle crease. 

17. Once the deep creases have been traced, repeat this process from step 4, but with the 

FaintCreases layer selected. Select YELLOW colour ink for the brush and trace the more 

faint creases that are evident in the region of the knuckle crease. Ensure that the Background 

and the Deep Crease Layer are selected while you do this so as to distinguish between the 

creases you have already traced.  
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18. You will then need to label the image. Lines are recorded as upper case letters, branches from 

lines as lower case letters, Intersections between lines at numbers and islands created by 

combinations of these features as lower case greek letters. 

Tracing protocol (for offender image) 

1. Complete steps 1 to 8 as explained previously (step 2 may not be possible to 200% as the 

image quality may not allow for visualisation of the crease detail, no higher than 100% is 

recommended). 

2. The offender image does not need to be labelled; you just need to make a conclusion in 

comparison to each suspect image using the 3 options provided. 
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APPENDIX G: INTRA-OBSERVER CONSISTENCY, INDEXED DATA (NO 

FEATURES EXCLUDED)  

 

Image 
Number 

Sex Average 
% 

Agreement 
total 

features 

Average 
% 

Agreement 
Line 

Average 
% 

Agreement 
Branch 

Average % 
Agreement 
Intersection 

Average 
% 

Agreement 
Island 

Average 
Total 

feature 
count 

001 M 56.67 70.99 48.72 30.95 - 30.95 
002 F 61.04 69.84 48.89 47.44 44.44 44.17 
003 M 65.61 81.89 38.60 75.00 22.22 41.33 
004 M 40.51 53.95 28.21 24.07 22.22 28.83 
005 F 68.85 83.33 54.17 70.37 31.25 42.00 
006 F 71.59 50.00 58.33 43.33 16.67 31.50 
007 F 62.24 72.69 40.00 55.21 41.67 39.83 
008 F 47.22 61.46 38.24 36.27 27.78 29.14 
009 F 41.67 49.21 37.04 30.56 16.67 14.75 
010 F 67.11 78.99 50.00 57.14 16.67 25.50 
011 M 51.32 67.24 42.06 30.95 30.56 32.33 
012 M 71.88 85.96 39.81 88.89 41.67 46.00 
013 M 78.39 84.23 65.48 77.27 66.67 50.17 
014 M 44.44 58.33 24.24 33.33 23.33 23.67 
015 M 58.87 63.68 50.00 51.75 33.33 36.50 
016 F 59.26 65.35 55.56 47.06 58.33 37.00 
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APPENDIX H: INTRA OBSERVER CONSISTENCY, INDEXED DATA 

(FEATURES WITH >80% ACCURACY) 

 

Image 
Number 

Sex Average 
% 

Agreement 
total 

features 

Average 
% 

Agreement 
Line 

Average 
% 

Agreement 
Branch 

Average % 
Agreement 
Intersection 

Average 
% 

Agreement 
Island 

Average 
Total 

feature 
count 

001 M 95.51 100.00 85.42 100.00 - 23.83 
002 F 97.47 96.53 100.00 91.67 100.00 31.00 
003 M 96.97 97.53 91.67 100.00 - 32.00 
004 M 98.25 99.02 83.33 100.00 - 18.67 
005 F 95.56 96.97 88.89 93.33 - 28.67 
006 F 98.72 99.17 96.67 100.00 - 25.67 
007 F 97.40 98.55 94.44 94.44 - 31.17 
008 F 95.25 95.83 91.67 100.00 - 20.00 
009 F 98.15 100.00 91.67 - - 8.33 
010 F 93.65 95.10 83.33 88.89 - 17.00 
011 M 96.30 97.62 91.67 - - 17.33 
012 M 98.61 99.43 91.67 96.67 - 35.50 
013 M 96.83 97.62 97.22 95.24 83.33 40.67 
014 M 97.62 97.22 100.00 - - 12.67 
015 M 95.04 94.44 - 92.86 - 26.33 
016 F 94.44 94.17 100.00 88.89 100.00 24.50 
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APPENDIX I: INTER-OBSERVER CONSISTENCY, INDEXED DATA 

IMAGE NUMBER SEX FEATURE OBSERVER % AGREEMENT 
001 M Line F 100.00 
002 F Line F 95.83 
003 M Line F 92.59 
004 M Line F 100.00 
005 F Line F 95.45 
006 F Line F 100.00 
007 F Line F 95.65 
008 F Line F 100.00 
009 F Line F 100.00 
010 F Line F 100.00 
011 M Line F 85.71 
012 M Line F 96.55 
013 M Line F 96.43 
014 M Line F 100.00 
015 M Line F 85.71 
016 F Line F 95.00 
001 M Line G 68.75 
002 F Line G 87.50 
003 M Line G 77.78 
004 M Line G 64.71 
005 F Line G 81.82 
006 F Line G 75.00 
007 F Line G 82.61 
008 F Line G 87.50 
009 F Line G 100.00 
010 F Line G 82.35 
011 M Line G 64.29 
012 M Line G 82.76 
013 M Line G 75.00 
014 M Line G 100.00 
015 M Line G 85.71 
016 F Line G 70.00 
001 M Line H 100.00 
002 F Line H 95.83 
003 M Line H 77.78 
004 M Line H 82.35 
005 F Line H 63.64 
006 F Line H 100.00 
007 F Line H 95.65 
008 F Line H 87.50 
009 F Line H 100.00 
010 F Line H 88.24 
011 M Line H 92.86 
012 M Line H 75.86 
013 M Line H 78.57 
014 M Line H 100.00 
015 M Line H 90.48 
016 F Line H 60.00 
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IMAGE NUMBER SEX FEATURE OBSERVER % AGREEMENT 
001 M Branch F 62.50 
002 F Branch F 80.00 
003 M Branch F 100.00 
004 M Branch F 100.00 
005 F Branch F 100.00 
006 F Branch F 80.00 
007 F Branch F 100.00 
008 F Branch F 100.00 
009 F Branch F 100.00 
010 F Branch F 0.00 
011 M Branch F 100.00 
012 M Branch F 100.00 
013 M Branch F 83.33 
014 M Branch F - 
015 M Branch F - 
016 F Branch F 100.00 
001 M Branch G 25.00 
002 F Branch G 60.00 
003 M Branch G 25.00 
004 M Branch G 0.00 
005 F Branch G 33.33 
006 F Branch G 80.00 
007 F Branch G 33.33 
008 F Branch G 50.00 
009 F Branch G 0.00 
010 F Branch G 0.00 
011 M Branch G 50.00 
012 M Branch G 0.00 
013 M Branch G 33.33 
014 M Branch G - 
015 M Branch G - 
016 F Branch G 100.00 
001 M Branch H 50.00 
002 F Branch H 60.00 
003 M Branch H 50.00 
004 M Branch H 0.00 
005 F Branch H 0.00 
006 F Branch H 80.00 
007 F Branch H 33.33 
008 F Branch H 50.00 
009 F Branch H 100.00 
010 F Branch H 0.00 
011 M Branch H 50.00 
012 M Branch H 0.00 
013 M Branch H 16.67 
014 M Branch H - 
015 M Branch H - 
016 F Branch H 100.00 
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IMAGE NUMBER SEX FEATURE OBSERVER % AGREEMENT 
001 M Intersection F 100.00 
002 F Intersection F 50.00 
003 M Intersection F 100.00 
004 M Intersection F 100.00 
005 F Intersection F 80.00 
006 F Intersection F 100.00 
007 F Intersection F 66.67 
008 F Intersection F 100.00 
009 F Intersection F - 
010 F Intersection F 100.00 
011 M Intersection F - 
012 M Intersection F 60.00 
013 M Intersection F 71.43 
014 M Intersection F 100.00 
015 M Intersection F 71.43 
016 F Intersection F 33.33 
001 M Intersection G 0.00 
002 F Intersection G 0.00 
003 M Intersection G - 
004 M Intersection G 0.00 
005 F Intersection G 40.00 
006 F Intersection G 0.00 
007 F Intersection G 16.67 
008 F Intersection G 0.00 
009 F Intersection G - 
010 F Intersection G 66.67 
011 M Intersection G - 
012 M Intersection G 40.00 
013 M Intersection G 14.29 
014 M Intersection G 100.00 
015 M Intersection G 14.29 
016 F Intersection G 0.00 
001 M Intersection H 0.00 
002 F Intersection H 0.00 
003 M Intersection H 50.00 
004 M Intersection H 0.00 
005 F Intersection H 20.00 
006 F Intersection H 100.00 
007 F Intersection H 50.00 
008 F Intersection H 100.00 
009 F Intersection H - 
010 F Intersection H 0.00 
011 M Intersection H - 
012 M Intersection H 40.00 
013 M Intersection H 0.00 
014 M Intersection H 100.00 
015 M Intersection H 57.14 
016 F Intersection H 33.33 
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IMAGE NUMBER SEX FEATURE OBSERVER % AGREEMENT 
001 M Island F - 
002 F Island  F 0.00 
003 M Island F - 
004 M Island F - 
005 F Island F - 
006 F Island  F - 
007 F Island F - 
008 F Island F - 
009 F Island F - 
010 F Island  F - 
011 M Island F - 
012 M Island F - 
013 M Island F 0.00 
014 M Island  F - 
015 M Island F - 
016 F Island F 0.00 
001 M Island G - 
002 F Island  G 0.00 
003 M Island G - 
004 M Island G - 
005 F Island G - 
006 F Island  G - 
007 F Island G - 
008 F Island G - 
009 F Island G - 
010 F Island  G - 
011 M Island G - 
012 M Island G - 
013 M Island G 0.00 
014 M Island  G - 
015 M Island G - 
016 F Island G 0.00 
001 M Island H - 
002 F Island  H 0.00 
003 M Island H - 
004 M Island H - 
005 F Island H - 
006 F Island  H - 
007 F Island H - 
008 F Island H - 
009 F Island H - 
010 F Island  H - 
011 M Island H - 
012 M Island H - 
013 M Island H 0.00 
014 M Island  H - 
015 M Island H - 
016 F Island H 0.00 

 




